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Summary
This report is the result of my graduation project at the Eindhoven
University of Technology. The project consists of designing a specific digital
circuit, and is started to obtain experience with design methods and to check
certain theoretical models.
The target problem, the design of a microprocessor, proved to be a major
task. As expected, a task which could not be completed in only nine manmonths. As it stands now, the project has advanced to the point where the
software
specifications
of
the
circuit
are
completed,
and
the
global
architecture is determined; the high level part of the design has been
ela bora ted, and some parts in this architecture have been worked out in more
detail, especially the more interesting parts of the circuit. This part of the
project forms a coherent entity, and takes up the major part of the report.
In addition to the high-level part of the design, work has been done at
other levels in the design. In order to pass the results of these less coherent
investigations, a number of appendices have been included.
The work on this project will be continued by Willem-Jan Withagen as his
graduation project.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 1. In trod uction
As part of a project to get a better and more systematic grip on the
design aspects of digital systems, a number of 'test' design projects have been
started at the digital systems group of the Department of Electrical
Engineering of the Eindhoven University of Technology. Aim is to retrieve
common design steps and methods in order to automate, or at least partly
automate, these steps. It is also a good way to check theories in practice.
The studies are focused on the high level part digital design, and do not
deal with the last steps of the design, the production of the layout and masks.
There are two main reasons for these limitations. The restrictions placed on
the projects make them more or less technology-independent. At a high level
within the design process, one speaks of functional blocks of which the
physical nature is not important. This way, the results will remain valid even
when new chip technologies are developed. The second reason is a more
practical one. Other departments are working on the lower levels of the design
process, such as automatic routing and mask generation. It is of course not
very useful to duplicate work which is already done by others at the same
university.
Current state-of-the-art design systems greatly speed up the design
process: the time-consuming drawing, documenting and testing is now, or will
be in the near future, largely handled by software systems. What remains for
the human designer are the more 'creative' aspects of the design: developing
the specification and architecture of the circuit. Once the circuit has been
broken down into pieces small enough to be handled by silicon compilers, the
work of the designer is almost done.
The 'pilot' project, of which this document is a result, started when Prof.
ir. Stevens asked me to design a microprocessor. Though originally it was the
intention to re-design an existing processor, I was given great freedom to
change the problem. In order to have some target objects, the processor to be
designed should be intended to execute the language C very efficiently.
During the work on this processor, my opinions about processors,
compilers and design methods have changed
considerably. Although the
architecture presented here is not revolutionary, it is different from most
popular processors in both endo and exo-architecture. In my view, a processor
is only part of a product. The operation environment is equally important to
the resulting system, and should therefore be supported by the manufacturer of
the processor.
It may be clear that it was not the main purpose of this rather
explorative graduation work to create a new microprocessor, but, by means of
doing a design, abstracting elements and main issues regarding designing in
general. The result is that during the graduation period a number of both high
and low-level problems were examined and, in a number of cases, more or less
solved. To fit these rather disparate experiences into one report was not easy.
The main form of the report is the presentation of the work on the high-level
part of the actual design of the processor. This forms a coherent entity, on
which others may base further developments. Some isolated interesting topics
are covered in the appendices.

Chapter I. Introduction

The contents of the report itself is as follows:
In chapter 2, we briefly discuss the various design steps to take, and to
which we stick in the rest of the report.
Chapter 3 presents the problem analysis. Here, we discuss the basic
f ea tures of C which will have influence on the actual architectural design.
The results are then used in chapter 4 to make a profile of an efficient
C processor. We also make some additions so that the processor is not only
capable of executing one isolated compiled C program, but can also be used in
an environment in which it has to support an operating system and real time
events such as interrupts.
In chapter 5 the design philosophy of the processor is explained. Various
choices are made in how certain problems are tackled, and what the underlying
ideas are.
Based on all forgoing chapters, chapter 6 contains the software definition
of the processor. Most topics which are of interest to a programmer are
discussed, such as primitive data types and operations, function call mechanism,
working set etc. In fact, this chapter forms the specification of the processor,
except for execution times, the AC and DC characteristics, pinning etc.
Chapter 7 explains the chosen global architecture which is capable of
supporting this specification.
The various functional blocks used in the global architecture are
discussed in more detail in chapter 8.
Conclusions and suggestions for further investigations are given in
chapter 9.
Appendix A is the literature list.
Appendix B is an explorative discussion of low-level state machine
communication, which contains useful starting points for further work in the
field of elementary machine structures.
Appendix C presents a partial solution for the ongoing discussion between
those in favor of Mealy based machines, and those who stick to Moore
machines.
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Chapter 2. The design process
This chapter gives an impression of the steps to be taken when designing
complex systems. This design method not only applies to digital systems but to
systems in general. Each step is described separately in detail below, but in
most cases, the line between two steps is hard to define.
Step I : The problem analysis phase
An analysis is made of what is really the problem, and what is the best
(global) way to cope with it. Stated bluntly, it defines what to solve.
Step 2 : Informal specification phase
Based on the information obtained in step I, the requirements of a system
which can be used to tackle the problem are defined. An informal
description is made in a common language such as english which, if
possible, should NOT specify anything more than what kind of behavior a
"black box" model of the system should have. The reason of describing it
in a common language is tha t in most cases, this specification should be
verified by the end users, who are generally speaking not acquainted with
formal description languages.
Step 3 : Formal specification phase
The requirements and other behavioral rules of the black box are
described unambiguous in a more formal description language. From that
moment on, the external behavior (or exo-architecture) is fixated, and the
internal design can commence. Other teams should be able to integrate
the design into other larger systems by means of this description only.
Therefore, this step is essential to allow "parallelism" in the design
process of large systems (Behavior description language is the keyword
here). It is difficult at this point to avoid going into the internal details
of the black box, and in some cases it's unavoidable. Only those details
which do affect the exo-architecture should be described. A number of
interesting articles dealing with this problem are found in [CHDL]. At the
moment,
there
are some formal description languages for specific
problems. We can expect more general languages in the near future. Until
then, the designer must make his specification in common language, and
must try to make it as unambiguous as possible.
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Step 4 : Global architecture phase
Based on the formal description made in step 3, the internal architecture
(or endo-architecture) can be defined. Although this former description
should not imply the architecture, in most cases, it does. This should not
discourage the designer from looking for other solutions. Defining the
internal architecture includes the decomposition into functional blocks as
well as defining the global internal communications between these
functional blocks. In fact, this step is the link between the exo and endo
architecture. Making this architecture requires human intellect and skill,
and cannot be automated easily.
Step 5 : Formal specification of each functional block.
Closely related to step 4, this step involves making a detailed "black box"
description of each functional block, including the communication it has
with the other blocks.
Step 6 : Architecture of the functional blocks.
Decomposition cycles are made until the functional blocks are small
enough to be implemented. The definition of "small" totally depends on
the elementary building blocks used. For standard discrete component
designs,
the
building
blocks
can
be
as
complex
as
complete
microprocessors, video generators etc. For ASICs, it ranges from simple
gates to complex predesigned library circuits. If the functional block is
too complex, the design cycle is repeated, starting at step 4.
Step 7 : Implementation of the functional blocks.
When this point is reached, the actual implementation of the functional
block should be obvious. The description of the block now closely matches
that of the behavior of one or a couple of elementary building blocks.
This translation could be automated.
The description above is by no means complete. For one, it implies that
the design is made completely top-down. The fact is ignored that at any point
mistakes can be made, which then could cause serious problems in later design
phases. In practice, every step should be made with the next steps in mind. In
some cases, an error in a previous step must be corrected by starting again at
that same design level. This is called the "jojo" design method.
The term "Top-Down" design method does not dictate that the design is
made from top to bottom in one single pass in time (although it would be
nice), but that the general design philosophy must be targeted towards a
structured and hierarchical approach, resulting in a structured and hierarchical
design.
The result of the design process described above is a description of how
to build the complete complex system out of elementary building blocks, which
themselves are not specific to this design. The actual implementation (i.e.
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integrating this design onto a chip) is not described. Nor are mentioned here
all other conditions (floor planning, timing etc) which must be taken into
account while designing the system.
Now that digital systems are becoming more and more complex, we see a
trend in new CAD tools helping in the higher levels of the design process. In
the early days, only the tedious mask production was (partially) automated,
nowadays hierarchical design systems help designers at every level, although
there is still much work to be done in that field. Circuit simulation languages
such as HHDL are a great help in verifying whether a design composed of
black-boxes does meet its specifications. Higher level process description
languages can help to verify whether the decomposition in separate processes
does indeed result in a working system.
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Chapter 3. Analysis of the programming language C
3.1. In trod uction
This chapter contains the analysis of the language C required to design
an efficient architecture for a C-oriented processor. This analysis is based on
the work of Ritchie & Kernighan [KERN]. Only the characteristics influencing
the hardware are discussed, it is not a C tutorial.
No attempt is made here to determine which constructs are implemented
as primitive operations of the processor, nor will machine characteristics, such
as wordlength, etc. be defined.
3.2. Language characteristics
The language C
is a member of the class of "algorithmic" languages.
Other popular languages which fall in the same class are Pascal, FORTRAN etc.
A program consists of a set of instructions which specify exactly what a
computer should do, and in which order in time. (other languages, such as
Prolog, Small talk do not !). The C standard does not provide any means for
concurrent processing or parallelism. It however allows a little bit more
freedom than other languages to the compiler to rearrange instructions to
obtain a more efficient program, possibly by means of executing some
instructions in parallel.
C is a typical stack-oriented language. Nested function calls and recursion
are allowed, and the global/local variable concept is very simple and straightforward.
One of the main reasons C is suitable as a replacement for machinelanguage is that it allows the programmer to take full control over the
machine. There are hardly any restrictions on what you can do (and what you
can do wrong for that matter).
3.3. Da ta types
C supports several classes of data types. In
are made as follows:

the standard, the distinctions

1) 'Fundamental' and 'derived' datatypes

Fundamen tal: char,short,in t,long,floa t,dou ble
deri ved : arrays (strings!),functions,poin ters,structures,unions
2) 'integral' and 'arithmetic'; data types
Integral : char,short,in t,long
arithmetic: float,double

6
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The definition does not dictate the word length in bits of the various datatypes.
This allows much freedom in the actual implementation. There are however
some rules, which must be obeyed:
The word length of the char type is such that every member of the
machine's characterset can be stored.
The word length of the in t type is at least as long as that of the short
type.
The word length of the long type is as least as long as that of the int
type.
The precision of the double type is as least as high as that of the float
type.
A more useful distinction can be made when looking at the way types are
converted before operations are actually performed. The types described above
can exist in memory, and are referred to from now on as memory types.
Memory types are converted to operation types when fetched from memory,
and converted back when stored. The set of operation types is more limited:
int
long
double
pointer
The following conversion rules are to be obeyed in every implementation:
char
short
float

-->
-->
-->

int
int
double

Though there is no direct support for strings in the form of predefined
operations, a sequence of characters terminated by a 0 value is the normal
string format. The compiler converts string constants to this form, and
standard library functions expect this format.
The modifier 'unsigned' can be used to change the operations performed
on numeric values.
No special boolean type is defined, but by default, non-zero values are
handled as equivalent to TRUE, zero-values to FALSE.
3.4. Classes of variables
There are four separate classes of variables defined in the language C.
However, after compilation, there are only three classes left. Below, only these
three classes, which must be supported by the processor, are discussed. In
order to avoid confusion with the names used in the C standard, new names
are used.
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3.4.1. Static-located variables
These variables get assigned a static memory location: the address they
have is constant during the execution of the program. Global variables and
variables declared with the "static" attribute are of this class. Static-located
variables are initialized during the initialization of the C-program. The default
initialization value is O.
Most compilers handle string constants as static-located character arrays.
3.4.2. Dynamic-located variables
Dynamic-located variables get assigned a memory location at the moment
they are created. The variables local to a function are of this class. An
initialization statement is allowed, but is actually handled as a run-time
assignment statement just after the variable is created.
3.4.3. Register variables
This class is rather implementation dependent. A programmer can specify
that a variable is of the type register, which indicates that he/she expects
that it will be used very often. If the target machine has high-speed internal
registers, the compiler will try to keep that variable in such a register rather
than in main memory. The compiler however is given the freedom to ignore
any register attributes and to assign machine registers as it likes.
Register variables impose some limitations. It is for instance not possible
to use the '&' address operator on them, because they have no physical
address in the main memory.
The use of the attribute register is doubtful, because it is nearly
impossible for a high-level language programmer to foresee which register
assignment will result in fast programs. This depends on a lot of factors, such
as number of internal registers, optimizing level of the compiler etc. If a
variable with the register attribute is not assigned an internal register, it will
be handled as a variable of the dynamic-located class.
3.5. Operators
Classification of the operations defined in the language C is not as
straightforward as for languages such as Pascal. Apart from the standard unary
and binary operators, C supports ternary operators, and operators which modify
the operand.
Another important difference with other languages is that some opera tors
in fact contain flow-control constructions.
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In order to make a useful distinction in operators, the term Ivalue is
in trod uced. Everything that can appear on the left side of an assignment
statement is an Ivalue. It is in fact an expression which evaluates to an
address. An example:
in t *p,a;
The following expressions are Ivalues: a p *p *(p+ I)
but not:

a+l (*p)+1

3.5.1. Unary operators of type I
Use of these operators results in a value which depends on the value of
the operand. The operand itself is not changed, so any expressiontype is valid.
Token

Name

Operand

Result

*

minus
not
one's complement
addressed by

int, long, double
in t, long, double
int, long
pointer

idem
int
int, long
not restricted

Also belonging to this class are the cast (type conversion) operations.
3.5.2. Unary operators of type 2
These operators result in a value which depends on the value
operand. The operand itself is modified, and should therefore be an Ivalue.
Token

Name

Operands

++lvalue
--lvalue
Ivalue++
Ivalue--

pre-increment
pre-decremen t
post-increment
post-decremen t

any
any
any
any

integral
integral
integral
integral

9

Result
type
type
type
type

same
same
same
same

type
type
type
type

of

the
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3.5.3. Binary operators of type
These operators result in a value which depends on two
operands themselves are not changed, so any expressiontype is allowed.

operands. The

Token

Name

Operands

Result

+

Plus
Minus
Multiply
Divide
Modulo
Shift left
Shift right
Less than
Greater than
Less than or equal to
Greater than or equal to
Equal to
Not equal to
Bit-wise AND
Bit-wise OR
Bit-wise exclusive OR

int,long,double
int,long,double
in t,long,dou ble
int,long,double
int,long,double
int,long
int,long
int,long,double
in t,long,dou ble
in t,long,dou ble
int,long,dou ble
in t,long,double
in t,long,double
in t,long
in t,long
int,long

same type
same type
same type
same type
int,long
in t,long
in t,long
int
int
int
int
int
int
int,long
in t,long
int,long

*
/

%
«

»
<
>
<=
>=

-!=
&

I
A

3.5.4. Binary operators of type 2
This type only includes the assignment operator. The result of the
operator is equal to the value of the right hand operand. The left hand
operand gets assigned this value, and should therefore be an Ivalue.

3.5.5. Binary operators of type 3
The following operators result in a value which depends on the value of
both the left and the right hand operands. The result will be stored into the
left hand operand, which should therefore be an Ivalue.
Token

Name

Operands

Result

+=
-=

Add to
Subtract from
Multiply with
Divide by
Modulo with
Shift right by
Shift left by
Bitwise And with
Bitwise Xor with
Bitwise Or with

in t,long,dou ble
in t,long,double
in t,long,double
in t,long,dou ble
in t,long,double
int,long
int,long
int,long
int,long
in t,long

same type
same type
same type
same type
int,long
int,long
int,long
int,long
int,long
int,long

*=

/=
%=

»=
«=
&=

A=
1=
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Other combinations are NOT allowed: === 1== <= >= are not valid, or have a
different meaning. Note that this is not just a terse way of writing with
normal opera tors and the assign men t sta temen ts:
a+=5

and

a=a+5

are not equivalent! In the left expression the left hand operand is only
evaluated once, in the right hand expression twice. In most cases, this
difference will have no effect, but in cases where a is an expression with
operand-modifying operators, it will, as the next example shows:
a[i++]+=5

a[i++]=a[i++]+5

Apart from the fact the right expression increments i with two instead of one,
it is not unambiguous: it is not clear which element of array a will receive
which value.
Some C-constructions look like
constructions or compiler directives:

operators,

but

are

in

fact

flow

control

&&

Is a flow con trol sta temen t: When the left hand expression is false, the
right hand expression is not evaluated, and the result is false.

II

Is a flow control statement: When the left hand expression is true, the
right hand expression is not evaluated, and the result is true.

?

Is a flow control statement:
When used as a separate statement,
a = b ? c : d;
is equivalent to:
if (b) a=c; else a=d;

&

Is not really an operator, but a compiler directive
compiler directive
compiler directive
Is an abbreviation:
a->b is equivalent to (*a).b

->

The sizeofO function is evaluated by the compiler to a constant, and is not an
actual run time function.
3.6. Flow control statements
C has, compared to other languages, an abundant set of powerful yet
simple flow control statements. The danger of this power is that unstructured
programming is not discouraged. Unreadable "spaghetti" programming style can
be the result (there are worse languages such as BASIC). Analysis shows that
these constructions require only the very simple jump instruction to be
implemented (in fact, C takes full advantage of wild jumps, where other
languages do not allow them).

II
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The following flow-control statements are supported:
goto label;
unconditional jump to a label. The label must reside within the same
function as the goto statement. It is however allowed to jump out of
loops etc.
if (boolean-expression) compound-statement;
conditional execution of a compound statement
if (boolean-expression) compound-statement;
else compound-statement;
conditional execution of one of two compound statements.
while (boolean-expression) compound-statement;
Loop construction in which the compound statement is executed zero or
more times, until the expression does result in a zero-value. The break
statement can be used to exit the loop, a continue statement allows
restart of the loop.
do compound-statement while (boolean-expression);
Loop construction in which the compound statement is executed one or
more times, until the expression does result in a zero-value. The break
statement can be used to exit the loop, a continue statement allows
restart of the loop.
switch (expression) case constant-expression: ... default: ...
A selector statement. Execution is continued at a specific point indicated
by the case statement with a matching constant. In combination with
break, it can be used the same way as the case statement in Pascal.
for (compound-statement; boolean-expression; compound-statement)
compound-sta temen t;
This is the most universal form of a loop construction, and quite unlike
the loop constructions found in other languages. Before the loop is
entered, an initialization statement is executed. At the begin of the loop,
the condition expression is evaluated. If the result is not zero, the loop
is executed. At the end of the loop, a modifier statement is executed
before the loop is re-executed. This construction does not place any
restrictions on the kind of loop control variable(s).
In combination with the break, continue, return, and exit statements,
virtually all thinkable loops and loop-exits can be created.
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break;
Terminates the current for, while, do loop or switch
implements an unlabeled goto to the statement following the loop.

statement.

It

return [expression];
Exit the current function. The result of the expression (if any) is passed
to the calling function.
exit [expression];
Terminate the current program. The result of the expression
passed to the parent process.

(if any) is

&&

When evaluation of the left hand expression results in a zero
value, the evaluation of the rest of the expression is skipped, and
in a false value. It is thus in fact an operation, combined with
control statement. This is not just a nice optimizing feature
compiler, but also allows tight yet correct programs. Consider the
version of the following C-construction:

C:

{

int s[10];
int i=O;

(false)
results
a flow
of the
Pascal-

r this defines s[O] thru s[9] • /

if (i>=O && i<=9 && s[i]!=7)
else
do that .. • /;

r

r

do this .. • /;

}

The definition ensures that
reference to sri] never occurs.
Pascal:

Var

if

is

not

in

the

range

0..9,

the

invalid

S: Array [0..9] Of Integer;
I: In teger;
DoTh is: Boolean;

Begin
DoThis:=(i>=O) and (i<=9);
If DoThis Then DoThis:=s[i]<>7;
If DoThis Then (. do this ..•)
Else (. do that ..•)
end;

II
Similar to the && construction described above, except that the left hand
expression must evaluate to non-zero (true) in order to omit the
remainder of the expression evaluation, which then results in true.
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3.7. Functions
C only supports functions. The absence of procedures is compensated by
the fact that functions may be called without using the returned value.
Function definitions may not be nested (which is something else than nested
execution). A function definition is always global to the entire compiled module
(static functions in independently compiled modules are invisible, as no linker
information about those functions is generated. Their behavior thus may seem
local. However, these functions are still defined global in these modules).
The parameter mechanism is very simple: only 'call-by-value' is supported.
This may seem very restricting, but it isn't. Because of C's abundant pointerrelated operators, its easy to mimic 'call-by-reference' by passing the address
of a variable instead of its value. This very simple but effective scheme is
somewhat confusing for first-time users, because of the syntax definition.
The number of parameters passed to a function is not defined by the
definition of the function itself. For instance, the standard function printf
(comparable to write in Pascal) analyses the first parameter, which is a format
string, to determine how many additional parameters there are, and of which
type they are.
This feature has a great influence on the way the function call
mechanism is implemented.
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4. The C processor profile
4.1. Processor class
In the previous chapter, the main features of C as a language are
discussed. In this chapter we concentrate on the effects these features have on
a system which must be able to execute C. Most of these effects are obvious.
First of all, the language requires a one-stream sequential processor. As
for all third-generation languages, a program describes exactly what must be
done and in which order in time. This calls for the traditional von Neuman
machine structure, which has been around for several decades, and is still
going strong.
It may become clear that the language C is designed especially to allow
the programmer to use high level constructions which can be supported
efficient by today's commercial processors. A programmer acquainted with the
assembly language can predict in most cases what constructions are used in the
compiled program. This is less clear for other languages such as Pascal. This
implies that a processor designed especially for C will have many resemblances
with common processors.
4.2. Primitive datatypes
Obviously, the system must be able to support the datatypes as defined
by C. If possible, the C data types should match the systems primitive
datatypes, so that processing is fast. For the more complex C datatypes,
emulation is a somewhat slower alternative. In most microprocessor systems,
the floating point and string datatypes are emulated. During the design of a
new system, the speed-cost trade-off will dictate which types are indeed
primi ti ve types.
4.3. Variables
One of the most striking differences between third-generation languages
and currently available processors is the way variables are handled. The high
level languages do not dictate or imply the number of variables to use,
processors however have a fixed number of fast internal variables (registers),
which have quite different characteristics than the main memory variables.
Compilers must perform a lot of work to bridge this difference.
In the compiled program, these differences cause a lot of overhead.
An ideal processor does not have this fixed register set method, but
instead a fast dynamic variable allocation mechanism.
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4.4. Operators
Here, the same arguments as given for the primitive data types apply:
They should re::.emble the C operators as much as possible. As the set of
operators of C is quite complete, there is no need for additional special
operators.

4.5. Flow control constructions
C has an abundant range of flow control constructions. A closer
examination
however
reveals
that
they all
must
be
implemented
using
conditional and
unconditional jump constructions, with the exception, of
course, of the function call and return mechanism. This is enforced by the fact
that it is allowed to interrupt loops, switch statements etc freely by means of
break, return and exit statements. This makes it nearly impossible to use
stack
constructions,
as common
in
Pascal, to create
loop constructions.
Another reason why it is difficult to implement special instructions to support
the high level flow-control constructions is that most constructions have no
fixed format (such as the for-loop construction in Pascal). The embedded
expressions may range from simple assignments and compares to complex
function calls.

4.6. Function mechanism
This is one of the most important characteristics of C. C programs tend
to consist of numerous very small functions. The function call mechanism must
be
therefore
very
fast.
The
parameter passing
mechanism also
greatly
influences the way this mechanism is implemented.

4.7. Extensions to the C language

In order to be able to implement complete operating systems in C, some
minor
additional
language
constructions
are
required. These
all
involve
constructions which do not appear in regular programs.
Interrupt mechanism
It must be possible to handle interrupts using C
such a hardware dependent situation, it is
additional language constructions so that the
interrupt handling functions, and generate appropriate
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Process descriptors
In a multi-process environment (not necessarily multi-tasking!) it must be
possible to switch easily between processes. A process descriptor which is
normally maintained by the operating system (software) is used to save
and restore the state of a process. To do this efficiently the process
descriptor structure must be supported by the processors instructions.
In order to make the resulting system hardware independent, a standard library
capa ble of supporting such low level functions must be defined. One of the
great advantages of C over other languages is that it allows the language to
be adjusted to a great extent by means of macros and conditional compilation.
These constructions allow hard and software differences between systems to be
handled largely by suitable header files, keeping the user programs source-level
compa ti ble.
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5.1. Introduction
After having (briefly) analyzed the language C with respect to the
low-level prImItIves required to support it, a design philosophy is abstracted
which is then used to create a hardware architecture. There are of course
several different solutions, each having its own advantages and disadvantages.
In order to be able to defend the chosen architecture, first the ideas on which
the decisions are based are discussed in this chapter.
5.2. Goals
During the whole design process, the following goals are kept in mind:
Use a structured hierarchic and modular approach to the design. Do not
try to use all kinds of 'sneaky' tricks to do things somewhat more
efficient. Especially try to avoid low-level tricks at higher levels of the
design; the final effect may be the opposite of what you wanted to
achieve.
Do not limit the design because of technology limitations present at this
moment. There are two reasons for this:
- Technology changes rapidly.
- Final goal is NOT the production of the chip.
Do try to create a fast structure (speed by means of structure, not by
means of tricks).
Keep it simple. Design a basically single tasking processor. Do no consider
all kind of sophisticated topics, such as math coprocessors, memory
management units, DMA, etc
For the processor concept itself, the following ideas apply:
The processor and the C compiler form one entity. Problems should be
handled by the compiler as much as possible: The costs of a compiler are
mainly fixed costs, whereas hardware (chip area!) are variable costs.
No provisions are made for memory protection. The processor is meant to
be used in situations in which a fixed number of debugged tasks must be
performed (such as a photocopier).

5.3. Design philosophy
In traditional microprocessors, the assembly language available to the user
contains machine primitives, which do not resemble the primitives of high-level
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languages, such as Pascal, FORTRAN or C. Though not much users actually do
use machine language, the low-level language is available.
Especially
some
years
ago,
it
seemed
that
the
designers
of
microprocessors and the designers of software systems which execute on these
processors did not communicate. Striking is the observation that the low-end
range of the microprocessor market has grown to a mayor industry in which
there is hardly any software found which is produced or marketed by the
microprocessor manufacturer itself. The gap between hardware and software
has closed a little in the last years.
This division in hardware and software products forces the compatibility
level for
processors to be placed at machine language level. Upward
compatibility, the feature that newer processors can still execute the machine
language
programs of the older processors, is hard to maintain, and causes
the newer processors to suffer from the same limitations and idiosyncracies as
there predecessors. A horrible example is the INTEL 80x86 series. The 80386,
which is indeed a very powerful processor can still execute native 8086 code,
and has the same ridiculous architecture. (The fact that approximately 6 billion
dollar has been spent on 80x86 code is of course a good reason to maintain
compatibility. From a commercial point of view, this processor is a great
success).
Now that technology has advanced to the point that very complex
processors can be integrated onto a single chip, some ideas which were more
or less present on the larger mainframes can be applied. One large step could
be moving the compatibility level from assembly language to a high-level
language. That language should be powerful, yet close to the machine (the idea
is not new, a good attempt has been UCSD Pascal). C is such a language. With
only minor adjustments, this language could be used as native language. This
does not imply that there is no assembly language, merely that it is not
available to the user. The situation is then comparable to the microcode level
in traditional microprocessors.
Taking this step has the following advantages:
Upward compatibility is easily maintained, and places hardly any
restrictions on processor architecture.
No one is tempted to use assembly language because it would be more
efficient in speed or memory usage.
It hides the hardware structures from the end users.
The assembly language need not be such a clean product, as the compiler
can deal with all hardware implementation specialties.
Especially the last reason is important. In fact it means moving problems from
the processor hardware to the supporting compiler (which is an integral part
of the product). To name a few nasty features which now could be
incorporated into the instructionset of the processor:
Delayed (conditional) jumps
Parallel executed instructions (multiply and divide!)
Instructions with potential interlock problems
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No extra hardware is required to ensure that illegal situations can not arise,
as the compiler is assumed to generate 'safe' code.
Con ven tiona I progra m layer structure:
High-level language (C) program

I
I
Assembly language

Public

I

compatibility level
Not public

I
microcode

I

I
nanocode

I
for RISC
processors

for CISC processors

New la yer structure
High-level language (C) program
Public

I
I

compatibility level

I
I

Not public

Assembly language

I
I
I
microcode

I
I
nanocode

I
for RISC
processors

for CISC processors
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The in tegra ted prod uct should then consist of
-

The hardware to execute the internal machine code
A C-compiler especially based on the hardware
A processor control definition
A definition of some I/O functions

The latter is required to enable the compiler to interact with the environment.
There are of course a number of reasons why this philosophy will not be
accepted easily (if at all) by the industry. One of the main reasons is that
software vendors are forced to deliver their products in source form, with all
nice (or less nice) details exposed to the competitors. This will deem this
system commercially impossible (sigh!).
5.4. RISC versus CISC
The current trend in microprocessor architectures is towards RISC
structures, with strong CISC influences. The two seem not so far apart as
original thought.
The RISC concept is simple: make simple instructions which can be
executed very fast. The currently accepted 'definition' of the RISC architecture
forces instructions to be executed in only one processor cycle, which means
that no microcode program is required. The RISC instructions themselves form
the microcode, and need only little decoding to drive the machine directly.
CISC machines support high-level instructions which execute in several machine
cycles, in which the internal microcode program drives the machine.
Some concepts derived from the definition for RISC processors mentioned
above are:
Large register arrays to minimize memory access
Load/Store instruction set: only load and store instructions access data
memory. Operations are performed on the internal registers only.
Fixed instruction format, or only a few instruction formats. This is
required to keep decoding simple and fast.
Partial instructions, in which independent instructions are usually grouped
together to form one normal CISC instruction.
Pipelined structure.
Some processors have both RISC and CISC features implemented. The FairChild
Clipper processor instruction set for instance consists mainly of one-cycle
RISC-like instructions, with some CISC-like macro instructions for string
processing.
Direct advantages of RISC processors:
They are general purpose processors:
fit almost every language.
Compilers are simpler, because there
are hard to use in an optimal way.
language, they will never exactly fit the
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Direct disadvantages of RISC processors:
Because instructions execute in only one machine cycle, the
instructions must be fetched with the same high rate. This implies a
separate instruction data and addressbus, and probably the use of cache
memories.
The fixed instruction format causes these processors to be not very
efficient in terms of program size.
The comparison between RISC and CISC structures leads one to believe
that both structures have desirable features, and that the two are not mutually
exclusive.
Because the aim is a language specific processor, it will have mostly
CISC-like characteristics.
5.5. Internal architecture
Highly complex systems are easier to understand when they are composed
of a number of relative independent modules or 'functional blocks'. This both
holds for the complete system, because the functional description of each
module allows a global view on the system structure, and for each individual
module, as the internal operation can be completely understood without having
to be intimate acquainted with the surrounding modules. A more profound
treatment of this field is given in [SLEND).
This natural approach, used not only in nearly every field of science but
also in common life, allows a faster and 'safer' design method. It is also easier
to use CAD tools because small modules are easier to build using standard
structures such as PLAs.
However, it also introduces extra intermodule (slow) communication and
possible redundancy, as independently designed modules will share no resources
(however, in [SLEND) a structure is proposed in which resource sharing can be
easily implemented without having to plan this in advance).
Indeed is chosen for a structure of relatively independent modules.
Because of the goals mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, no attempt
will
be
made
to minimize the intermodule communication or resource
redundancy.
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Speed is achievable by two separate means. At the low level side, the
modules must be designed to operate as fast as possible, and must be able to
communicate fast
with each other. These factors determine how many
clockcycles it takes to perform a certain task. On the high level side, the
architecture greatly defines the maximum structural speed that can be
achieved, or, what kind of tasks can be performed.
An
hierarchical
structure
has
some
non-trivial
consequences
and
advantages. The fact that the various submodules are relatively independent
makes it much easier to test them independently. It is also much easier to
work on such a design in teams because of this independence. One of the
major consequences however affects the way the global control is handled.
Because each unit is designed independently, the number of cycles it takes to
complete a task is not always known. A controller must take this into account.
Also, units execute parallel in time. A controller must be able to use this
parallelism to its full extent. There are two ways to cope with the control
problem:
There are a number of master units which each are totally independent.
They all execute independently, and the global coordination is distributed
over all masters. Actions are based on the status signals each unit
receives from the others.
There is one control unit which issues commands to each slave unit, and
bases its actions on the status signals it receives.
In
a
system
which
executes small
well
defined
actions, such as a
microprocessor, the last solution is the most commonly used. However the
standard microcode solution is not very suitable. It hardly allows efficient use
of the parallelism, especially if the exact execution time of each unit is not
known or not static.
One natural way to handle parallelism is the use of event-driven control
structures. Each series of actions which is to be executed sequential in time is
implemented in a sequential control unit. A unit can be either sleeping or
executing. Actions are triggering other control units which then can run in
parallel. At the end of the sequence, the control units return to their sleeping
mode, until triggered again. Control units can synchronize, wait for other units
to terminate etc.
This structure is used in both the global control of the processor (the
I-unit discussed in chapter 7 & 8) and all other functional blocks.
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6.1. Introduction
This chapter describes the processor from a software point of view. It
contains the information required to develope software, without bothering
about hardware aspects. The description includes the primitive data types, the
instruction set, programming conventions, and some special topics.
It is repeated here that this kind of information is of interest only to
those persons who have to write and maintain the C-compiler and the
operating system. Especially end-users are discouraged to learn and use
processor intrinsics. The assembly-language programmer will have to deal with
all kinds of idiosyncracies of the processor, such as alignment, limited
stackframe size, interlock situation etc. The processor does not contain
hardware checks to trap violations of programming rules; the C-compiler is
considered to generate correct code. In general, there is no need to use
assembly language, because the compiler generates code which will be about as
efficient as assembly language, in less time, with no chance of bugs.
6.2. Primi ti ve da ta types
The follow ing primi ti ve data types are defined:
char
unsigned char
short
unsigned short
int (=long)
pointer

8 bit signed quantity
8 bit unsigned quantity
16 bit signed quantity
16 bit unsigned quantity
32 bit quantity
32 bit quantity

These are the primitive data types as they exist in memory. Every reference to
an operand automatically converts it to or from 32 bit quantities (Operations
are always performed on 32-bit quantities). All other datatypes (including
double) are handled by software (emulation). As in most implementations of C,
the type integer is of the same length as the pointer type.
6.3. Working set mechanism
6.3.1. Dynamic working set
In
contrast
with
most
other
microprocessors,
no
data
registers
are
implemented. From a software point of view, the processor is completely stack
oriented, and the 'registers' are located in a stack frame, of which the size is
tailored to the executing function.
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6.3.2. Context register set
There are only four dedicated registers. These registers are called the context
register set, because a context switch involves saving and loading these
registers only . Only very few operations are allowed on these registers. A
functional description of these registers follows:
PC

The program counter. This 32-bit register addresses the current
instruction.

TOS

The Top-Of-Stack pointer. This 32-bit pointer addresses the
current stackframe. Stack-relative addressing modes use this
register as base. (The TOS register does NOT necessarily
address the last used location of the stack!)

TOPS

This 32-bit pointer addresses the last used location of the
stack. Normally, this pointer has the same value as the TOS
register. When preparing a function call, the parameters are
pushed onto the stack using this pointer to address the correct
stacklocation. The maximum distance between TOS and TOPS is
limited to ensure that both address a location in the operand
cache (discussed later in section 8.7).

FLAGS

This register contains the result flags (Zero,Carry etc) and the
processor status flags (IntEnab etc).

6.4. Memory organization
6.4.1. Memory space
The memory space addressable by the processor is a linear space with 32bi t byte-addresses. This allows up to 4,294,967,296 bytes (4 giga byte) of main
memory. In practice, considerably less memory will be implemented. A memorymanagement unit (not included in
the processor), in cooperation with
appropriate software could of course implement a virtual memory scheme.
In order to be able to power-up, the processor requires that some
memory is present at location OOOO.OOOOh, where it will find the process
descriptor block of the boot process.
No dedicated I/O space is implemented. I/O devices are to be mapped in
the memory space.
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6.4.2. Memory blocks
The main memory holds five types of functional memory blocks. These are:
Code

This block contains the program code, which is
only, and can therefore be located in a ROM
modifying code is considered illegal.

Static data

All global and static variables, as well as literal strings
are located in the static data block. Elements have a fixed
location. The memory in this block can be both read and
written, and should reside in RAM.

Stack

The stack block is used for most local and temporary
variables, and for return addresses. Because of hardware
limits on a function'~ stackframe size, large local and
temporary variables are not located in the stack block,
but in the dynamic data block. The compiler will
automatically generate the appropriate code.

Dynamic data

This block holds the larger dynamic variables, such as
arrays, structs, and dynamic memoryblocks allocated using
malloc. This is the only block of which the management is
done by software instead of hardware.

I/O

This block contains no actual
means for accessing I/O ports.

memory,

but

readSelf-

provides

a

Note that this division in separate blocks is only a software concept
(apart from the I/O block). No actual physical division of the memory is
required on behalf of the processor.
6.4.3. Alignment
Physically, the memory is organized as 4 parallel 8-bit wide memory banks. The
memory is byte addressable, but by means of additional bank enable lines, it is
possible to access all four banks simultaneously. Therefore multibyte quantities
can be read or written in one memory access cycle if they consist of 8-bit
quantities with the same int address.
In order to maintain efficiency, some restrictions are placed on the addresses
of datatypes:
char (8-bit)

may be located anywhere in the memory.

short (l6-bit)

must reside at even address locations.

in t (32-bi t)

must reside at addresses which are a multiple of four.
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These rules enforce that references can be made in one access cycle rather
than two. Violation of these rules will result in an access to the wrong
location. No hardware checks are implemented as the compiler is assumed to
generate correct code.
6.5. Addressing modes
The addressing modes supported are:
Immediate
The referenced data is part of the instruction code, and can be of any
type.
Purpose: Direct constants.
Direct
The instruction code contains the absolute address where the data is to
be found.
Purpose: References to static variables.
Stack relative direct
The address of the operand is obtained by adding the Top Of Stack (TOS)
pointer to an offset which is part of the instruction code. The referenced
value can be of any type.
Purpose: References to local variables.
Stack relative indirect
The address of the operand is obtained by fetching the contents of the
32-bit pointer, the address of which is specified using stack relative
direct addressing mode.
Purpose: References to pointer-addressed data.
Parameter stack addressing
A location addressed by the TOPS register is accessed. Only
push operations can use this addressing mode.
Purpose: Parameter pushing for function call mechanism

parameter

In addition to these modes it is possible to generate a pointer (address) to the
actual data instead of the data itself. The effective address calculation can be
performed for the following modes only:
Immediate indirect
Stack relative direct
Stack relative indirect
Purpose: Pointer arithmetic.
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6.6. Data consistency

The combination of compiler (software) and processor (hardware) allows
some problems, which for other processors must be resolved in hardware, to be
solved in software. The use of cache memories within the processor speeds up
operations, but also introduces the problem that the main memory not always
contains the same data as the caches. This especially holds for the instruction
cache.
No hardware functions are implemented to detect inconsistency conflicts.
All conflicts can and will be handled by the compiler. This is another reason
why programming in machine language is not promoted.
6.7. Function call mechanism
The function call mechanism supported
the mechanism used in the language C.

by

this

processor

closely

matches

A function call normally consist of the following steps

*

Pushing the parameters to pass onto
order, so that the first parameter is on top.

*
*

Executing a call to the function code
The function will create
temporary variables.

a

*

The function body is executed.

*

Deleting the local stackframe

*

Executing a return instruction

*

The calling
parameters.

program

will

stack frame

then

the

parameter

for

its

release

the

own

stack

local

memory

in

reverse

variables and

occupied

by

the

Because this scheme is well defined, and fixed, the implemented push, call and
return instructions are designed to handle most of the actions described above:

*

Pushing parameters onto the
parameter push instructions.

*

The call
function

•

The return instruction releases
occupied by the parameters.

instruction

stack

automatically

both
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Most functions return a result value. In the
return value mechanism. An efficient way to
first parameter the address of the location
stored. A dummy address must be pushed
expected or used, to prevent functions to
locations.
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6.8. Instruction set
6.8.1. Introduction
In this chapter, the instructionset is discussed in a rather informal way:
the exact syntax is not always defined, no timing information and instruction
field encoding is given. This information is not very relevant at the current
state of the design, and can be added later.
6.8.2. Data transfer instructions
The number of da ta transfer instructions is limited. Three instruction
formats are used for all normal data transfer operations:
The standard data transfer between two operands, addressed using the
usual addressing modes.
A context register load operation (data to TOS,TOPS,PC,FLAGS).
A context register read operation (data from TOS,TOPS,PC,FLAGS).
6.8.3. Arithmetical and logical instructions
<opera tion>
Syntax:

<opera tion> <op I >[,<op2>]

Actions:

<op I >:=<op I > operation [<op2>]
<op I >:=<op2> opera tion <op I >

or

Description:
An unary
performed.

or

binary
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The following operations are supported:
Name

Operands

Comment

Add

Op I ,Op2->Res

Adc

Opl,Op2->Res

Band

Op I ,Op2->Res

Bor

Opl,Op2->Res

Bxor

Opl,Op2->Res

Cmp

Opl,Op2

DivS

Op 1,Op2-Res

DivU

Opl,Op2-Res

Land

Opl,Op2->Res

Lor

Opl,Op2->Res

Lxor

Op I,Op2-> Res

ModS

Op I,Op2-> Res

ModU

Op I,Op2-> Res

MultS

Op I,Op2-> Res

MultU

Op I,Op2-> Res

SI

Op I,Op2-> Res

SrS

Op I,Op2->Res

SrU

Opl,Op2->Res

Sub

Op I,Op2-> Res

Sbc

Op I,Op2->Res

Sel

Opl,Op2->Res

Add operands
Res=Op I+Op2
Add operands with carry
Res=Op I+op2+CFlag
Bit-wise And
Res=Op I & Op2
Bit-wise Or
Res=Op I A Op2
Bit-wise exclusive or
Res=Op I I Op2
Compare two operands
Flags set to result Op I-Op2
Divide signed (*)
Res=OpljOp2
Divide unsigned (*)
Res=OpljOp2
Logic And operands
Res=Op I && Op2
Logic Or
Res=Op I II Op2
Logic excl usi ve or opera tor
Res=(Opl && !Op2)/I(!Opl && Opl)
Modulo signed (*)
Res=Op I % Op2
Modulo unsigned (*)
Res=Op I % Op2
Multiply signed (*)
Res=Op I*Op2
Multiply unsigned (*)
Res=Op I *Op2
Shift left with Isb set to zero
Res=Op I«Op2
Shift arithmetic right with msb sign extended
Res=Op I»Op2
Shift logical right with msb set to zero
Res=Op I»Op2
Subtract operands
Res=Op I-Op2
Subtract operands with carry
Res=Op I-Op2-CFlag
Select on Zeroflag
Zflag ? Op2 : Op I (Zflag means false !)

(*) Multicycle complex operations.
The result of the operation is stored in the location from where Opl was read
(if it was addressed using a suitable addressing mode only!). The function of
Opl en Op2 can be swapped, which is useful for non-symmetrical operations.
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6.8.4. Flow control instructions
6.8.4.1. Jump instructions
GOTO
Syntax:

GOTO <addressingmode>

Actions:

PC=<jump address>;

Description:
The execution is continued at
addressing modes are available.

the specified address. All usual

IFxxGOTO
Syntax:

IF<condi tion>GOTO <addressingmode>

Actions:

if (condition) PC=<jump address>;

Description:
If the specified condition is true, the execution is continued at
the specified address. All usual addressing modes are available.
6.8.4.2. Function call instructions
The two instructions FUNCTION and ENDFUNCTION implement the full
function call mechanism, except for the parameter pushing, which must be
performed prior to calling the function.
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FUNCTION
Syntax:

FUNCTION <addressingmode>,<parameter stack frame size>

Actions:

TOPS-=4;
*TOPS=PC+4;
TOPS-=4;
*TOPS=TOS;
PC=<function address>;
TOS=TOPS·*PC;
PC+=4;
TOPS=TOS;

Descri ption:
First, the return address is pushed onto the parameter stack.
The TOS register is saved. The program counter is then loaded
with the start address of the function. All usual addressing
modes are available. Immediate addresses can be specified both
absolute and relative to the program counter. The int contained
in the first location of the function body holds the size of the
local stack frame to be created for the function (the maximum
size of the local stack frame is limited because of the size of
the stack cache). The TOS register is loaded with the value of
the TOPS register minus the stackframe size. The parameter
stack is then reset by copying the new TOS value into the
TOPS register. Execution of the function then commences.
ENDFUNCTION
Syntax:

ENDFUNCTION

Actions:

TOPS=TOS+*PC;
TOS=*TOPS;
TOPS+=4;
PC=*TOPS;
TOS=TOS+*PC;
TOPS=TOS;
PC+=4;

<local frame size>

Description:
The parameter stack pointer is restored by loading it with the
value of the TOS register plus the size of the local stack
frame size. The callers values for the TOS register and the
program counter are then reloaded from the stack. The
parameter frame is then released by adding its size, which is
specified at the return point.
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Example: (Please forgive the incomplete formal syntax notation)

C-text:
int sum(a,b)
int a,b;
{

return a+b;
}

int mainO
{

int x,y,z;
x=2; y=3; z=sum(x,y);
printf("Sum of %d and %d = %d\n",x,y,z);
return 0;
}

The calling sequence for the call to sum is:
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
FUNCTION

;
;
ADDR(Z»
;
SUM,2*SIZEOF(INT)+ ;
SIZEOF(ADDR)
Y
X

Push Y onto the stack
Push X onto the stack
Push return value address
Call sum, release parameter stack

The function sum is defined as:
DEFFUNC
MOV
ADD
MOV
ENDFUNC

SUM,SIZEOF(INT)
TEMP,(Y)
TEMP,(X)
«Z»,TEMP
SIZEOF(INT)

;
;
;
;
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6.8.4.3. Context switch instructions

SWAPCONTEXT
Syntax:

SWAPCONTEXT <addr of current descr.>,<addr of new descr.>

Actions:

<addr I >:=PC;
<addr I +4>:=TOS;
<addr I+8>:=TOPS;
<addr I+ 12>:=FLAGS;
Clear instruction cache;
Save and clear stack cache;
PC:=<addr2>
TOS:=<addr2+4>;
TOPS:=<addr2+8>;
FLAGS:=<addr2+ 12>;

Descr i ption:
The
processors
context
registers
(PC,TOS,TOPS,FLAGS)
are
saved in the current process descriptor. Then, the values for
these registers are loaded from the new process descriptor. As
side effect, both the instruction and the stack caches are
cleared. Before the stack cache is cleared, the main memory
stack is first updated.

6.8.4.4. Interrupt handling instructions
Interrupt routines are initiated by either one of the following causes:
- a hardware interrupt.
- a software exception, such as division by zero.
- a special interrupt instruction.
In the first two cases, there is no specific instruction which
the interrupt routine.

initializes

Interrupt routine handling do not support parameter passing. Because of the
somewhat different calling sequence, the normal function return instruction
cannot be used.
Note that an interrupt does NOT imply a context switch.
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Interrupt initialization:
Syntax:

None

Actions:

TOPS-=4;
*TOPS=PC;
TOPS-=4;
*TOPS=TOS;
TOPS-=4;
*TOPS=FLAGS;
PC=*(intnr*4);
TOS=TOPS-*PC;
PC+=4;
TOPS=TOS;

INTRETURN
Syntax:

INTRETURN

Actions:

TOPS=TOS+*(PC+4);
FLAGS=*TOPS;
TOPS+=4
TOS=*TOPS;
TOPS+=4;
PC=*TOPS;
TOPS+=4;

Description:
The parameter stack pointer is restored by loading it with the
value of the TOS register plus the size of the local stack
frame size. The callers values for the TOS register and the
program counter are then reloaded from the stack. The
parameter frame is then released by adding its size, which is
specified at the return point. The flags are restored from the
stack, which includes restoring the processor status bits, such
as enabint.
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6.8.5. Miscellaneous instructions
CIC
Syntax:

CIC

Actions:

The instruction cache is cleared

Description:
This instruction causes all entries in the instruction cache to
be marked as invalid. The purpose of this instruction is to
ensure that data inconsistency between the program memory
and the instruction cache that could exist when a new program
is loaded can be resolved.

UOM
Syntax:

UOM

Actions:

The stack in main memory is updated.

Description:
This instruction causes the stack in main memory to be updated
with the new data in the datacache.
ENABINT
Syntax:

ENABINT

Actions:

The interrupt enable bit in the flag register is set.

Description:
Interrupts are enabled.
DISINT
Syntax:

DISINT

Actions:

The interrupt enable bit in the flag register is cleared.

Description:
Interrupts are disabled.
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6.9. Special topics
6.9.1. Reset seauence
When the resetline is activated, the processor floats the data, address and
control bus, and clears the program counter. After the de-activation of the
reset signal, program execution starts executing process of which the process
descriptor is found a t address OOOO.OOOOh.
6.9.2. In terrupt handling
When interrupts are enabled, an interrupt request is honored when the
current instruction is completed. The program counter, which points to the
nex t instruction to execute is saved on to stack. The flags are also saved, and
an interrupt acknowledge cycle is started. In this cycle, the interrupting device
supplies an interrupt number, which is used to find the address of the
interrupt routine in the interrupt vector table. The interrupt routine is then
handled as a normal C-routine, with the exception that (1) the routine is
executed with the interrupts disabled, and (2) the routine ends with an end-ofinterrupt return opposed to the normal return instruction.
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6.9.3. Context switching
Every process
has a process descriptor block. This block of data
contains at least enough information to start up a new process, or wake up
sleeping processes. The first entries within the block have a fixed format, as
the processor operated on those entries directly. Other entries may be defined
by the operating system, and are handled by software. The predefined entries
are:
[I]
[2]
[3]
[4]

PC
TOS
TOPS

FLAGS

Program counter
Top of stack
Top of parameter stack
The flags

A context switch consist at least of saving the current context register
set to the process descriptor of the current program, and loading the set from
the new process descriptor.
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Chapter 7. Global architecture
7.1. Introduction
Designing a global architecture for a system is both simple and difficult.
The result is based on the intuition, skill and intelligence of the human
designer, and, if done well, gives a 'natural' and simple impression. In most
cases, once the designer has thorough knowledge of the problem, the
architecture to chose is obvious. However, the ingredients mentioned make it
nearly impossible to automate this high level step.
In this chapter, the chosen global architecture of the processor is
described. The division in functional blocks and the associated internal
communication is discussed.
Figure 7.1 shows the global architecture. The processor is composed of
nine relatively independent functional blocks, each having a clearly defined
task. The decomposi tion is based on functionality, not complexity. Indeed, the
complexity of some blocks much higher than that of the others.
Not visible in this diagram is the internal hierarchy. In most processors
the hierarchy consist of two layers. The instruction decoder & sequencer forms
the top layer, which controls all other modules, located in the bottom layer. In
this design however, the i-unit has only a global coordinating task. It issues
high level commands to other modules, which report when the task is
completed. These modules themselves can issue commands to other modules,
which also return status signals.
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7.2. C-unit : Instruction cache
The C-unit
is
responsible for
supplying
the
processor
with
new
instructions when required. Because fetching instructions normally requires slow
main memory accesses, a second purpose of this unit is to diminish the time
that the processor must wait for the next instruction. It acts as a buffer
between the main memory and the I-unit. Exactly how this is accomplished is
not important at this point. Because of this buffering function, the complexity
is quite high, and the duration of each task not fixed.
7.3. PC-unit: Program counter unit
This relative simple module holds the program counter and the logic to
update it. Update actions are: incrementing the program counter to the next
location, and loading a new value. The contents of the program counter are
sent to the instruction cache in order to allow it to fetch the next
instruction. It is also possible to communicate with the operand unit using the
general internal bus. The complexity is low, and only primitive (one-cycle)
commands are performed.
7.4. I-unit: Instruction decoder & sequencer
This module forms
the highest layer of the hierarchy. It takes
instructions supplied by the instruction cache, and decoders them in to separate
parallel commands, which then are issued to the various modules. These
commands are mostly high level, and for some, it is not sure that they can
complete in one cycle. In those cases, the commanded unit must return a
status signal to the I-unit when it has completed its function. Decoding the
instructions includes isolating the operand offsets and immediate data parts.
The I-unit also directly coordinates the communication over the general bus.
The unit is of high complexity, because of its parallel control structure.
7.5. B-unit : Bus interface unit
The bus interface forms the link between the internals of the chip and
the outer world, and performs several functions. It contains drivers and
receivers which convert the internal and external signal levels. It handles bus
access control signals to allow other devices to control the external bus. Both
the I-cache and the O-unit (discussed below) can request to be serviced
simultaneously. A priority handler controls the access. The complexity is
medium.
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7.6. E-unit : Execution unit
Responsible for the execution of primitive operations, such as addition,
incrementing, multiplying etc. It is a very simple slave unit, which however
will contain quite a number of gates. Most operations are primitive. Exceptions
are the multiply and divide operations. Such operations on 32-bit quantities
require a sequential algorithm.
7.7. F-unit : Flag unit

All flags are maintained in this function block. The flags can be divided
into two groups: operation result flags (Z,C etc.) and processor control flags
(mode,intenab etc.). The first group is updated by every arithmetic or logical
operation, the second only by explicit instructions or special events such as
interrupt acknowledgement etc. This is a very simple unit of low complexity.
7.8. O-unit : Operand unit

This is probably the most complex unit of the processor. It is responsible
for all loading and storing the operands (including all memory and stack
operations). It is the only link for data between the rest of the processor and
the main memory (excluding of course the B-unit). It contains two "gates",
which operate completely independently. Two operands can be referenced at
the same time, of which at least one reference is a read operation. It handles
the various addressing modes, operand alignment and type conversion. Another
important but internal function of this module is the buffering of data (cache
feature). Complexity: very high.
7.9. S-unit : Stack registers unit
The two stack registers TOS and TOPS are contained in this unit. Also
included is the logic to update these registers. The complexity is low. The
number of gates is moderate because of the update logic.
7.10. T-unit : Temporary registers unit
This unit contains two registers which
during context switch operations. They are
complexity is very low.
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8.1. In trod uction
In this chapter, each unit will be described in more detail. Explained will
be how the functions described in the previous chapter are accomplished, and
an internal structure is given. For some of the more complex units, this
internal structure is again decomposed to break it down into smaller blocks, of
which the implementation is more or less obvious (and therefore less
interesting to waste more time on here). Also described are the subtle details
and problems not visible in the global structure.
Not discussed is the timing (in number of states) and the exact
communication protocols. This may seem strange at first glance, but there are
good reasons for that. First of all, the descriptions are still rather high level.
Trying to enforce a certain communication
protocol at this level is
unnecessary, and can even make the actual implementation more difficult. The
same applies to the timing. Chosen was for a loosely-coupled structure in
which most of the inter-block communication is performed on a handshake
base, and not on assumed synchronized communication (see appendix B). This
scheme does not require a rigid planned timing. Apart from these arguments,
there is another important reason. At the moment these descriptions were
made, there were a lot of discussions about low-level machine structures,
clocking
mechanisms,
parallelism
and
synchronization,
etc.
Until
these
discussions have resulted in one or more well understood mechanisms and
ideas, it does not seem a good idea to use a probable not optimal ad-hoc
method if it is not absolutely required.
8.2. C-Unit : Instruction cache description
8.2.1. Informal description
The
instruction
minimizes
be fetched.

instruction cache forms a buffer between the main memory and the
processing part of the processor. By means of a simple algorithm, it
the time that the processor has to wait for the next instruction to
Figure 8.1 shows the internal structure of the cache unit.
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8.2.2. Cache algori thm
The algorithm used is a combination of the standard linear cache and that
of a queue.
Linear cache algorithms are based on the probability that most data
which is just referenced will be referenced again in the near future. By
duplicating this data in a small but fast local memory, the next reference to
the same data can then be completed without having to access the main
memory a second time. The probability that referenced instructions are indeed
required again in the near future is large, considered the frequency of
occurrence of small loops and functions in normal C programs. The algorithms
however do not work well when the assumption made above does not hold, i.e.
in the situation that a single string of instructions is executed. Linear cache
algorithms use the past to predict which data is useful to remember, and
minimizes the number of accesses done to the main memory.
Queue algorithms are based on the probability that the instructions which
are consecutive to the current referenced instruction in the memory space will
be referenced consecutive in time. By fetching these instructions ahead of the
current instruction, the next instructions are already available in a small
internal queue ready to be executed. Queue algorithms use the present to
predict which data is useful to fetch in advance, and are very successful in
doing so when working on a single string of instructions. Jumps and function
calls however disrupt this sequence, and the pre fetched instructions must then
be discarded. Therefore, queue algorithms tend to increase the number of
accesses to the main memory.
A combination of the linear cache and queue algorithms bases its
predictions on both the present and the past to optimize the efficiency of the
cache. A single datastructure is chosen, on which both algorithms work. A
standard linear cache system is designed, enhanced with a prefetching program
counter, which causes the linear cache to be filled with instructions ahead of
the current executed instruction. Normally this prefetching program counter is
incremented after each successful fetch. When however a "miss", a reference to
an instruction not present in the cache, occurs, this prefetching program
counter is reloaded with the value of the actual program counter. Prefetching
is therefore restarted at the location where the miss occurred, and the miss
situation will be resolved automatically. The combined algorithm tends to
increase the number of bus accesses done to the main memory. These accesses
however can have a relative low priority, as in most cases, the access is
initialised to perform a prefetch, which can be delayed without slowing down
the processor. The starvation problem (the problem that low priority requests
never gets served) can not occur: when a miss occurs, the bus activity for
data is stopped automatically. The theory of linear cache algorithms is
discussed in most works on computer systems, and it not repeated here. A
good discussion is found in [GEURTS].
The situation that the instruction cache has only to handle read requests
simplifies the situation considerable.
There is one "catch" to the system described above, or, for that matter,
to caches in general. When no special precautions are taken, the data in the
cache may differ from the actual main memory. In the instruction cache, this
situation could occur when a program is just loaded in the main memory. There
are two ways to solve this problem. The first involves hardware that checks
the main memory bus for write operations to the locations of which the cache
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holds da tao This logic could then ei ther upda te the cache, or flag the da ta as
invalid, in which case a reference causes a miss and a new fetch. The other
solution is based on rules to which the software has to adhere. These rules
can prevent that the described situation can occur. Considered the whole
concept of this processor, the last solution was chosen.
The size of the cache has great impact on the efficiency of the
algorithm. Generally speaking, the cache should be as large as possible. Chip
area however is expensive, and poses an upper limit to the size. It is very
difficult to give exact rules for determining the optimal size, because it totally
depends on the reference statistics. A educated guess however is somewhere
between hundred and some thousand locations. Less memory will render the
linear cache system useless, as the chance for a miss will be relative high.
More memory will increase the efficiency only by a fraction, but at
considerable costs. In any case, the number of cache locations should be a
power of 2 to keep the tag coding simple. For this design, the somewhat
arbitrary choice is made for 512 (2 9 ) locations, each holding one int (32 bit).
Each cache en try then consist of 54 bits (32 for data, 21 for the tag, and one
for the data-valid bit). The total cache memory thus takes 27,548 bit locations.
The cache is int oriented. Only requests for 32-bit quantities can be
handled. All address handling is therefore done on the upper 30 bits of the full
32-bit byte oriented addresses.
8.2.3. Communication
The cache is a relative independent unit. It communicates with three
other modules, i.e. the I-unit (instruction decoder & main control), the PC-unit
and the B-unit (external bus handler).
The I-unit can issue two commands to the cache. It can either request
the cache to be cleared from all data, required when the processor is reset or
when a new program is loaded. The other command is a request for a fetch of
a new int quantity. The latter command is a complex action of undetermined
length, and needs therefore a synchronization signal.
The PC-unit supplies the address for the requested locations. No
handshake is required as this communication is controlled by the I-unit.
On the other side of the cache, there is the communication with the
B-unit. The only command the cache can apply to the B-unit is a request for a
32-bit read access. As this is a complex action of undetermined length, a
synchronization signal generated by the bus interface is required.
The definition of the signals are such that the cache could be removed
without any alterations to the surrounding logic.
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Command communication
Name

Direction

Command
ClearReq
FetchReq
Rdy

I-Unit --> C-Unit
Cache clear request.
Request for a fetch of an int quantity.
Associa ted synchronization signal.

Command
FetchReg
Rdy

C-Unit --> B-Unit
Request for a fetch of an instruction.
Associa ted synchronization signal.

Data communication
Name

Direction

PCadd[2..31]

PC-Unit --> C-Unit

Address for the fetch.

PPCadd[2.. 31]

C-Unit --> B-unit

Address for the prefetch.

PPCinst[0.. 31]

B-Unit --> C-unit

Data received from bus unit

PCi nst[0.. 31]

C-Unit --> I-Unit

Data presented to I-unit.
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8.3. PC-unit: Program counter unit description
8.3.1. Informal description
The program counter unit is responsible for maintaining the current
program counter. The program counters value is passed to the c-unit directly,
but can also be placed on, or loaded from the general bus. As the instructions
are all 32 bit wide, the program counter can point only to locations having an
address which is a multiple of four. It is therefore only 30 bit wide. When the
program counter is loaded, the two least significant bits are lost, when read,
these bits are returned zero.
8.3.2. Communication
The PC-unit is a very simple unit which can execute only a few primitive
instructions. It receives its commands directly from the I-unit. The following
commands are implemented:
ResetReq : Clear the program counter
IncPCReq : Increment the program counter by four.
WritePCReq: Load the program counter with a value from the general bus.
As all these commands are primitive commands, no synchronization signals are
required.
By means of a separate line, the PCs value can be placed onto the general bus.
Command communication
Name

Direction

Command
PCreset
PCinc
PCwrite

I-Unit --> PC-Unit
Clears the program counter
Increment the program counter by four.
Load the program counter with a value from the general
bus.
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Control lines
Name

Direction

PCread
I-Unit --> PC-unit
Places the contents of the program counter on the general bus.
Data communication
Name

Direction

PCadd[2..31 ]
Genbus[0..31 ]

PC-unit --> C-unit
PC-unit <-> GenBus

Address for the next fetch.
Communication with the general bus
peADD

'0'
GENBUS

+ '" I'.-------l

Fig 8.2. The PC-unit structure
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8.4. I-unit: Instruction decoder description
8.4.1. Informal description
The instruction decoder is the main controller of the processor. It
coordinates all global actions and communication between the several subunits.
Because of the rather independent nature of the various units, the exact
behavior in time of these modules is not determined, or at least not known to
the instruction decoder. The complex commands to other modules have
accompanying ready status lines to signal that a command has been completed.
This system makes it hard to implement the main controller as a single-thread
sequencer, as it makes it nearly impossible to implement parallelism efficiently.
Parallel execution of various algorithms requires parallel executing controllers,
with suitable synchronization systems.
Chosen is for a form of an 'event' driven system. The algorithms
communicate with other modules by means of four elements:
Start one or more controller. The start signal may contain a command
parameter.
Wait for one or more synchronization signals.
Set or reset a status/command signal.
Test a status/command signal.
These four elements are enough to implement complex parallel processes. Such
systems can be described graphically using petri-nets, or symbolic languages
such as CCS [MILNER].
The decoder part of this unit is a combinational network, which isolates
the various parts of the instruction. No sequencer is implemented: The main
controller which also triggered the fetching of the instruction triggers
subcontrollers based on the information received from the decoder.
8.4.2. Instruction decoding
Instructions have a fixed length (32 bit), and only a very limited number
of instruction formats exists. This allows fast recognition and decoding of the
various fields.
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8.4.3. Communication
Command communication
Name

Direction

Command
ClearReq
FetchReq
Rdy

I-Unit --> C-Unit
Cache clear request.
Request for a fetch of an int quantity.
Associa ted synchronization signal.

Data communication
Name

Direction

PCinst[O.. 31]

C-Unit --> I-Unit

Data presented to I-unit.
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8.5. B-unit : External bus handler description

8.5.1. Informal description
The bus handler is responsible for the communication with the off-chip
logic and especially for all bus-associated signals. Its functions consist of both
internal and external arbitration over the external bus accesses. There are two
internal units which may request bus transactions, and external devices may
also request the bus for their own transactions.
Another task is the electrical adaption of the external signals. All
signals going inward or outward will go through this unit, even if it has no
logical connection with the B-unit.
8.5.2. Algorithm
The algorithm for the b-unit is Quite simple. There are three sources for
requests to the B-unit. All three have very distinct characteristics, and are
handled differently.
The C-unit may request an instruction to be fetched from the main
memory. Requests are therefore always read transactions of 32-bit Quantities.
These requests have the lowest priority of the three.
The O-unit may issue both read and write requests for 8, 16 or 32 bit
Quantities. This unit has the highest internal priority.
External units may request to bus to be released in order to take control
themsel ves. These requests have the highest priority.
In the first two cases, the bus handler is responsible for a correct
transfer of data. External units have their own responsibility. Request from the
two internal sources can be Queued if the B-unit is busy. External requests are
not Queued, but the bus request line is sampled at the moment the B-unit must
select a next request to handle.
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8.5.3. Communication

Command communication
Name

Direction

C-Command
FetchReq
Rdy
O-Command
ReadReq
WriteReq
Rdy

C-Unit --> B-Unit
Request for a fetch of an instruction.
Associa ted synchronization signal.
O-Unit --> B-Unit
Request for a read operation.
Request for a write operation.
Associated synchronization signal.

Data communication
Name

Direction

PPCinst[O.. 31]
PCCadd[2..31]

B-Unit --> C-unit
B-Unit <-- C-Unit

Fetched instructions
Associated address

ODa ta[O..31]
Oadd[O..31]
Obank[O.. 3]

B-Unit <-> O-Unit
B-Unit <-- O-Unit
B-Unit <-- O-Unit

Operand data.
Operand address
Bank enable lines

Communication with off-chip logic:
Name
Rd
Wr
RdWr Rdy
Add[O..31]
Bank[O..3]
BusReq
BusAck

B-Unit

External

____>

Main memory read signal
Main memory write signal
Associa ted synchronization signal
Main memory (byte-oriented) address
Bank enable signals
External bus request
Bus grant signal

__eo>
<---__eo>
__eo>
<__ e.

---->

Signals passing through this unit for buffering and adaption only:
Name
Reset
ResAck
Int
IntAck

External
__eo>

<---__eo>

<----

I-unit
Reset request
Reset acknowledge
Interrupt request
Interrupt acknowledge
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8.6. E-unit : Execution unit

8.6.1. Informal description

Compared to other processors, the execution unit is relative simple. Here,
it only consists of the actual data processing part of the processor, and can
perform a number of arithmetical, logical, and test operations. Most of its
operations are single cycle primitive operations. Some others, such as multiply
and divide are multicycle complex operations. Seen from the outside it behaves
as a pure slave unit; it can not initiate any actions itself. The execution unit
receives its operands from the operand unit and the flag unit. The destinations
of the results are also the operand unit and the flag unit. Operations are
always performed on 32-bit Quantities, and the result is also 32 bit (Type
conversions are performed by the operand unit). Only for a few operations,
there is a difference between signed and unsigned execution of the command.

8.6.2. Operations
The following operations are supported:
Name

Operands

Comment

Add

Opl,Op2->Res

Adc

Opl,Op2->Res

Band

Opl,Op2->Res

Bor

Op I,Op2->Res

Bxor

Op I,Op2->Res

Cmp

Opl,Op2

DivS

Opl,Op2-Res

DivU

Opl,Op2-Res

Land

Opl,Op2->Res

Lor

Opl,Op2->Res

Lxor

Opl,Op2->Res

ModS

Opl,Op2->Res

ModU

Op I,Op2->Res

MultS

Op I,Op2->Res

Add operands
Res=Op I+Op2
Add operands with carry
Res=Op I +op2+CFlag
Bit-wise And
Res=Op I & Op2
Bit-wise Or
Res=Op I " Op2
Bit-wise exclusive or
Res=Op I I Op2
Compare two operands
Flags set to result Opl-Op2
Divide signed (*)
Res=OpljOp2
Divide unsigned (*)
Res=Op I jOp2
Logic And operands
Res=Op I && Op2
Logic Or
Res=Op I II Op2
Logic exclusive or operator
Res=(Opl && lOp2)II(lOpl && Opl)
Modulo signed (*)
Res=Opl % Op2
Modulo unsigned (*)
Res=Op I % Op2
Multiply signed (*)
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MultU

Op I,Op2-> Res

Pass

Opl->res

SI

Opl,Op2->Res

SIC

Opl,Op2->Res

SrC

Opl,Op2->Res

SrS

Op I,Op2-> Res

SrU

Opl,Op2->Res

Sub

Op I ,Op2->Res

Sbc

Opl,Op2->Res

Sel

Opl,Op2->Res

(*) Actions are
line.

complex

and

Res=Op I*Op2
Multiply unsigned (*)
Res=Op I*Op2
Operand I is the result
Res=Opl
Shift left with Isb set to zero
Res=Op I«Op2
Shift left with Isb = carry flag
Res=Op I«Op2
Shift right with Isb = carry flag
Res=Op I»Op2
Shift arithmetic right with msb sign extended
Res=Op I»Op2
Shift logical right with msb set to zero
Res=Op I»Op2
Subtract operands
Res=Op I-Op2
Subtract operands with carry
Res=Op I-Op2-CFlag
Select on Zeroflag
Zflag ? Op2 : Opl (Zflag means false !)
completion

is

indicated

using

the ComReQ_Rdy

A parallel command, Swap, can be applied, which swaps the values of the two
operands before they are processed. This useful for all operations which are
not
symmetrically
(i.e.
Operation(Op I ,Op2)
is
not
the
same
as
Operation(Op2,Opl). Immediate data can only be supplied as Op2.
Non-symmetrical operations are:
Add, Adc, DivS, DivU, ModS, ModU, MultS, MultU, SI, SrS, SrU, Sub, Sbc, Sei.
The Pass command is implemented to allow copying of operands without having
to create a special path for this purpose. If used parallel with the Swap
command, it can be used to load immediate data.
Some operations may seem missing, but are in fact implemented by a
combination of others. The three forms of the unary negate operation can be
emulated with three binary negate operators with immediate data:
Bit-wise negate
Bxor
Opl,-I
(Bitwise xor with all ones)
Logical negate
Lxor
Opl,-I
(Logical xor with True)
Arithmetic negate
Sub Swap Opl,O
(Res=O-Opl)
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8.6.3. Communication
Command communication:
Name

Direction

Command
OpReq

I-unit --> E-unit
Operation Request. This operation
add to multiply.
Associated synchronization signal.

Rdy

can

be

anything

from

Data communication:
Name

Direction

OpIData[0..31]

O-unit <-> E-unit

Operand 1. If it is an unary operation,
this is the only operand. Results are
transferred back to the O-unit using this
bus.

Op2Da ta[0..31]

O-unit --> E-unit

Operand 2. (if any)

ResZ
ResP
ResO
ResC
Cflag
Zflag

E-unit
E-unit
E-unit
E-unit
E-unit
E-unit

F-unit
F-unit
F-unit
F-unit
F-unit
<-- F-unit

-->
-->
-->
-->
<--

Result zero flag
Result positive flag
Result overflow flag
Result carry flag
Carry flag
Zero flag

OP2

SWAP .....- OPERATION

11----

..I...----J

...

Fig 8.4. E-unit structure
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8.7. F-Unit : Flag unit description
8.7.1. Informal description
The flag unit is responsible for maintaining the flags. Flags are one-bit
memory elements which hold status information. Two types of flags exist. The
first group is result flag group. These flags are set/reset according the result
of an operation performed by the E-unit. In most cases, these flags are used
by conditional flow control constructions to make decisions. The second group
is the system flag group. These flags are set/reset either by specific
instructions, or as a result of some uncommon event, such as an interrupt. The
flag register can also be placed on or loaded from the general bus.
The 1unit is responsible for decoding for which instructions the flag flipflop should
be updated with the results of the current operation.
8.7.2. Result flag group
The following flags form the result flag group:
Zflag
Pflag
Cflag
Oflag
DZflag

The result zero flag. Tests for TRUE/FALSE decisions examine
this bit (Set means FALSE). It is set by all operations which
can be performed by the E-unit.
The result positive flag. Set when the result of an operation is
positive.
The carry flag. Is set by all arithmetic instructions.
Overflow flag
Division by zero flag

The following flag forms the system flag group:
IntEnab

Interrupt enable flag

8.7.3. Communication
Command communication:
Name

Direction

Command
I-unit --> F-unit
UpdCODZ
Update the C, 0 and DZ flags with
current operation.
Load the flag register from the general bus
FlagLoad
SetIntFlag
Set the interrupt flag
ResINtFlag
Reset the interrupt flag
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Data communication:
Name

Direction

ResZ
ResP
ResO
ResC
ResDZ

E-unit --> F-unit
E-unit --> F-unit
E-unit --> F-unit
E-unit --> F-unit
E-Unit --> F-unit

Result zero flag
Result positive flag
Result overflow flag
Result carry flag
Division by zero flag

Cflag
Zflag

E-unit <-- F-unit
E-unit <-- F-unit

Carry flag
Zero flag

Cflag
Zflag
Pflag
Oflag
DZflag
IntFlag

F-unit
F-unit
F-unit
F-unit
F-unit
F-unit

Carry flag
Zero flag
Positive flag
Overflag flag
Division by zero flag
Interrupt flag

-->
-->
-->
-->
-->
-->

I-unit
I-unit
I-unit
I-unit
I-unit
I-unit
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8.8. O-Unit : Operand unit description
8.8.1. I nformal description
The Operand unit is the most complex part of the processor. It is
responsible for address calculation, fetching and storing operands, for the
necessary data conversions, and for maintaining the stacks data. Because the
processor is completely stack-oriented, this is not a trivial task.
Stack-oriented machines tend to be slow, as the lack of internal registers
forces the processor to perform an excessive amount of main memory accesses
(a typical example is the TI 9900 processor!). Therefore, a secondary, but
equally important task of the operand unit is the reduction of the number of
main memory accesses by means of caching data. Note that this function is
(almost) invisible to the rest of the processor.
The operand unit provides two access ports with each specific features.
The first port is bidirectional. A reference to a specific location can be used
to both read and write the data at that location. In addition to the usual
addressing modes, this port also allows write references to the TOPS (top of
parameter stack). The second port is a read only port.
8.8.2. Addressing modes
As stated above, the operand unit is responsible for computing the
operand addresses using various addressing modes, as instructed by the I-unit.
These modes are discussed below.
8.8.2.1. Immediate
The data supplied by the I-unit is passed to the E-unit directly. The 0unit performs the data type conversion if required.
8.8.2.2. Direct
The I-unit directly supplies a 32-bit address of the data. The actual data
reference can be both a read or a write.
8.8.2.3. TOS relative direct
The I-unit supplies an offset, which is added to the current TOS to
obtain an 32-bit absolute address. The reference can be both a read or a
write.
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8.8.2.4. TOS relative indirect
The I-unit supplies an offset, which is added to the current TOS to
obtain a 32-bit absolute address of a 32-bit location, which contents in turn
address the operand. Indirect addressing always involves a read operation to
obtain the address, the actual reference can be both a read or a write.
8.8.2.5. TOPS direct
The S-unit directly supplies the contents of the TOPS register as a the
32-bit absolute address. This mode is only available on the first port.
References are always write operations.
8.8.2.6. Effective address
Instead of the operand itself, the address of the operand is supplied as a
32-bit quantity. This mode is available for the addressing modes Tos relative
direct, TOS relative indirect. In case of an indirect addressing mode, this
reference involves a read operation.
8.8.3. Da ta con version
As the E-unit only processes 32-bit quantities, the operands must be
converted from their original length to or from full 32-bit values. For read
operations, 8 and 16 bit quantities can be extended either signed or unsigned.
Write operations involve truncation of the high order bits when required.

8.8.4. Cache algorithm
In order to be effective, cache algorithms must be fine-tuned to the
application they serve. In this case, the fact that the operand memory is
stack-oriented allows a special cache algorithm to be used. The advantages
compared to the standard algorithms such as the linear cache are such that
they justify the extra amount of logic required. The memory will occupy the
larger part of the required chip area anyway.
Let's first examine the special characteristics of a stack structure. First
of all, the larger amount of references are made to the locations just below
the "top" of the stack. No stack references are made beyond the top. There is
a great "locality" in the references.
The top itself is moved infrequently (relative to the number of
instructions executed) with usually small steps up or down. A step up is taken
when a new function is entered, and a new stack frame has to be build. The
data in the new stackframe is not relevant. A step down is taken when a
function is terminated, and its stackframe is discarded. The data in that
stackframe is not important anymore.
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Most data references fall in one of the following four classes:
TOS relative direct: relative to the current stackframe
(2)
TOS relative indirect: by means of a pointer which is addressed relative
to the current stackframe
(3)
TOPS direct: operand write operations preceding a function call
(4)
Absol ute. The address of the data is part of the instruction.
(5)
Immediate. The data is part of the instruction.
The immedia te group is of not importance here as it does not reference the
data memory. Absolute data references will usually not access the stack, as
stack locations are allocated dynamically, and addresses are not known at
compile time. Indirect references can access any location in the main memory;
both fixed and dynamically located variables, including those in the stack. TOS
relative direct only reference the current stack frame, and probably outnumber
all other references by a magnitude. Finally, TOPS direct write references
update the memory just above TOS.
Now that we have made a profile of the references made, we can design
an efficient cache algorithm. Because the references of the TOS relative direct
group are the most frequent, we want these to be made to the fast cache
memory. TOPS direct must also fall within the window. Because of the great
locality of these references, a contiguous memory array, which covers the main
memory as a "window" is suitable. In order to allow the references of both
types to be made in the cache memory, this array should be at least as large
as the largest local stack frame plus the maximum size of the parameter list
passed to another function. Fig 8.5. gives a visual impression of the situation
with and without this window cache present.
References of group 2 are also common, and are used in most cases to
reference data located in "older" stackframes, located just below the current
stackframe. The cache will be more effective if these locations are also kept
in the memory array. As in most cache algorithms, the larger the cache, the
more effective.
Up till now, the cache does not perform better that a standard linear
cache, because the stack mechanism characteristics are not used yet. Two
typical stack operations are stack frame allocation and release. Allocation
means creation of a new stackframe on top of the current stackframe. The
important fact is that the new frame does not contain any valid information. It
is therefore not necessary to fetch the data of these locations from the main
memory. The inconsistency between the cache and the main memory is of no
importance. The cache window can "slide" up so that it includes the new
stack frame without having to read these locations. The other case, when a
stack frame is released has the reverse characteristics. The data in a discarded
stackframe is not relevant any more, so it need not to be written back to the
main memory. The window can slide down without write operations.
The discussion above only mentioned the operations required at the top
side of the cache window. The bottom side is equally important. When the
window is sliding up, data of older stackframes shifts out of the window. If
the data is relevant, it should be written to the main memory. If the window
is sliding down, the locations freed at the bottom side of the window are
empty, and before a reference can be made, the cache should be updated with
data from the main memory.

(I)
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In order not to make the situation not unnecessary complicated, we
silently assumed that operands and cache locations are having the same width.
In fact, they are not. Operands are either 8, 16 or 32 bit width, cache
locations always 32 bit. However, the alignment rules require that an operand
may not span more than one location. This has consequences for status bits
which are to be maintained for the cache locations.
By including two status bits, the data valid and need write bits for every
8-bit wide cache location, the load and store operations at the bottom of the
cache can be optimized. The datavalid bit is set only if the location holds
relevant information. If this is the case, the need write bit indicates whether
the main memory should be updated when the data is shifted out of the
window.
The exact effects of these bits will be described by inspecting all
opera tions possible. It is noted here that there are several su btle variations on
the algorithm chosen, each having a somewhat different efficiency. The method
described here is based on both efficiency and on hardware cost.
Cache clear
All data valid bits are cleared (The ideal solution, clearing the datavalid
bits beyond and setting them before the TOS address, is too costly).
Cache read
If the data valid bits of all requested locations are valid, the data is
present in the cache, and the status bits are not updated. If one or more
data valid bits were FALSE, a main memory read access is made to supply
the missing parts. The fetched data is also written to the cache. For
those bytes, the data valid bits are set, and the needwrite bits are cleared.
Cache write
Both the datavalid and the needwrite bits are set.
Cache shift up
At the top, the new claimed locations are not assumed to hold any useful
data, so the data valid bits are set ! This is not an error: the data valid
bits indicate if data can be fetched from the cache or not. It is not
required to fetch data from the main memory is it is not useful anyway.
At the bottom, old data shifts out of the cache in ch unks of 4 bytes. If
for any of those bytes both the data valid and the needwrite bits are set,
a main memory write operation is started to save that data.
Cache shift down
At the top, irrelevant data shifts out of the cache and is lost.
At the bottom, new locations become available. The
these locations are reset.

data valid

bits

of

Up till now, we did not define exactly when the window has to be moved.
There are a number of options available. Chosen is for the following strategy:
TOS relative direct and TOPS direct references, i.e. local stack frame relative
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and operand push operations must always be in the cache
is moved up and down only when required to fulfill this rule.
All other data references types first check the cache
if not available force a reference to the main memory.
within the cache window, the cache is updated.
Note that direct references just above the top of
pointer TOPS are considered invalid. These references
consistent by the cache. This imperfection is justified by
of the stack.

window. The window
for valid data, and
If the address falls
the parameter stack
cannot be handled
the dynamic nature

8.8.5. Communication
Command communication
Name

Direction

Command
ReadReq
WriteReq
Rdy

O-Unit --> B-Unit
Request for a read operation.
Request for a write operation.
Associated synchronization signal.

CacheCommand I-unit --> B-unit
Clear
Clear the cache
Update
Update the main memory with cache data
OplCtrl
I-unit --> O-unit
All control signals concerning addressing mode, type etc.
Op2Ctrl
I-unit --> O-unit
All control signals concerning addressing mode, type etc.
Data communication
Name

Direction

OData[O.. 31]
Oadd[O.. 31]
Obank[O.. 3]

B-Unit <-> O-Unit
B-Unit <-- O-Unit
B-Unit <-- O-Unit

Operand data.
Operand address
Bank enable lines

Op IData[O..31]

O-unit <-> E-unit

Operand l. If it is an
this is the only operand.
Operand 2. (if any)

Op2Data[O.. 31] O-unit --> E-unit
OpIAdd[O..31]

I-unit --> I-unit

Op2Add[O..31]

I-unit --> I-unit

unary

This bus holds the immediate
which has been isolated from
instruction by the I-unit.
This bus holds the immediate
which has been isolated from
instruction by the I-unit.
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8.8.6. Decomposition of the a-unit
A complex unit as the a-unit requires that the usual design procedure is
repeated to break down the unit into smaller manageable parts. Figure 8.6
present a decomposition into two almost similar operand gates, the window
cache memory and a manager unit.
The operand gates perform the effective address calculation, the byte and
short alignment operations, and the data type conversion. Operand gate 2 is a
read-only gate, gate I is also capable of writing data. Another difference is
that gate I has an additional addressing mode. The gates consist largely of
combinational logic.
The window manager is responsible for the control over the two gates,
the window memory and the communication with the other units.
The memory consists of four simultaneously accessible byte oriented
memory arrays. Each byte has two accompanying status bits, as discussed in
8.8.4. The shifting of the data up and down in the memory can be
accomplished in two ways:
The use of a circular buffer. Before an address is applied to the memory,
an offset is added to obtain the absolute window address. incrementing or
decrementing this offset results in the data shifting up and down.
The data itself is shifted up and down through the memory. Though this
may seem a cumbersome method, it need not be that much less efficient
in space, and has some advantages with respect to updating the bottom
part of the memory.
Figures 8.7 and 8.8 show the internal structure of the both operand gates
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8.9. S-Unit Stack register unit description
8.9.1. Informal description
The s-unit contains the two
additional logic to maintain these.

stack

registers

TOS

and

TOPS,

plus

all

8.9.2. Operations
The following operations are defined:
LoadTOS
Sub&Load
AddTOS
LoadTOPS
SubTOPS

Load the TOS register from the general bus
Subtract the value on the general bus from the TOS register,
and load the result also into the TOPS register.
Add value on the general bus to TOS register
Load the TOPS register from the general bus
Add the value on the general bus to the TOPS register

The bus controlling part
registers on the general bus.

of

the

I-unit
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Fig 8.9 Structure of the S-unit
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8.10. T-unit : Temporary registers unit
8.10.1. Informal description
This very simple unit only exists because its function does not fit well
into one of the other units. It contains two scratch registers which are used
during a context switch. The processor is completely stack oriented, but during
a switch, the stack cannot be accessed, hence the need for these registers.
They are loaded with the absolute addresses of the old and the new process
descriptors at the beginning of the switch. During the loading and storing of
the context registers, the I-unit provides the offsets to add to these register
values to obtain the absolute address with the descriptor.

T
R

f------~OP1ADO

~

GENBUS

1

OE

• O'

1....---.'1

Fig 8.10 Structure of the T-unit
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9. Conclusions and suggestions for further investigations
In this master thesis, an architecture is proposed for a processor which is
designed especially to support the language C as its primary language. If
actually built, this processor would indeed be capable to outperform common
non-language specific processors in executing C programs.
It was however not the purpose of this rather explorative graduation
work to create a new microprocessor, but, by means of doing a design,
abstracting elements and main issues regarding designing in general. The result
is that during the graduation period a number of both high and low-level
problems were examined and, in a number of cases, more or less solved. To fit
these rather disparate experiences into one report was not easy. Some isolated
topics are therefore covered in the appendices.
Special attention was given to the global design method. The "top-down"
and "stepwise refinement" methods were used as much as possible. This proved
to be a good working method. It allows complex digital systems to be
decomposed into smaller and less complex functional blocks, which in turn can
be designed independently from the rest. It must be said that it was often
tempting and sometimes even required to wander of the direct path before
returning back. Top-Down refers often more to the path which leads to the
final solution than to the path taken in time to come to that solution.
A rather surprising element in the design is that even systems, such as a
microprocessor, which execute only small and well-defined independent actions,
can be implemented using event-driven structures. These structures seem very
useful whenever a number of quite independent processes must be executed in
parallel, and are especially useful when the execution time of each independent
process is not known in advance, or not fixed (in the design phase, or even
during operation).
The report here is a good basis to continue the low level design and
actual implementation. Much work is left to be done before this processor
comes near completion. Actual design is a good method to see ad van tages and
disadvantages of certain theories.
One of the conclusions which can be made is that it is very important to
come to a well-understood standard low-level design structure on which
hardware compilers can be based. This structure must include solutions for all
(fast!) low-level communication problems. It is of the utmost importance that
human designers are isolated from the lowest level details by CAD systems in
order to be able to design more and more complex systems. In the economic
battle which rage in the electronic industry, the time required to go from
specification to implementation is becoming much more important than the
efficiency in chip area. The analogy to software design is here appropriate.
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B.I Introduction
Communication is the essence of computing. Without communication,
dataprocessing would serve no purpose, and, when dataprocessing systems are
seen as a composition of smaller machines, virtually impossible. There are
several forms of communication, and in this chapter we will go into some
details of low-level intermachine communications. We do not discus the exact
purpose of the communication. At this low level, it is not essential whether
da ta, commands, status etc are exchanged.
Communication can only exist when all communicating parties use the
same communication rules. Communication can be separated into two types of
actions. Of course there are the actions of data exchange. But of at least
equal importance there are the actions dealing with synchronization (or
handshaking). The effort which must be taken to ensure smooth data transport
is related to the "knowledge" each communicating party has of the other.
In
the
following
sections,
we
deal
with
abstract
one-way
data
communication between two parties. The elementary forms are discussed. More
complex forms, such as serial communication are all based somehow on these
forms.
B.2 Unsynchronized communication
In this most basic form, the data producing party outputs data whenever
it has any. No form of synchronization exist at all. The producerdoes not care
if the consuming party uses it or not, and has no way to know if it has or
not, because it has no knowledge of the other party (or because the designer
had no knowledge of the other party). Though this form may not seem useful,
it is a very common form in real life: radio and television are the most
popular examples. In digital systems, it is hardly used, except maybe for the
lowest
levels
of
inter-system
communications,
such
as
one-way
serial
communica tion.
Note: If you use standard components, the burden of ensuring correct
communication is placed in most cases at the system designer. The component
designer thus has essentially implemented unsynchronized communication.
B.3 Assumed synchronized communication
When looking at the signals connecting the two parties, this form of
communication looks like unsynchronized communication. There is no explicit
synchronization mechanism, but because some knowledge of the other machine,
it "knows" (or better, the designer knows) that the data will be transferred to
the other machine.
Example: The fundamental form of internal communication in state
machines ! If a control automaton produces a control vector, it "knows" that
the operation automaton will process that data, and that the vector may be
removed at the next clockcycle.
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B.4 Slow-down synchronized communication
The producer is capable of producing new data at a higher rate than the
consuming party can handle. The only form of synchronization is a signal
which indicates whether or not the producer may send new data. It is a
one-way form of synchronization.
Example: A coffee automaton. It produces a new cup of coffee only if you
tell it you want another (It would be happy to provide you with new cups with
a much higher rate than you can consume).
B.5 Ready synchronized communication
The producer is the slower one of the two. It signals to the consuming
party when it has new data to be processed. This is also a one-way form of
synchroniza tion.
Example: keyboard to computer communication. In most cases, the
keyboard can only tell the computer when new data is available.
E.6 Handshaked communication
This form is a combination of slow-down and ready synchronization. Both
the consumer and producer know each others state by means of the
synchronization signals. For this form of communication it is enough to agree
on the exact form of the communication protocol. No intimate knowledge over
the other party is required, as opposed to the previous three forms of
communication.
Example: computer-to-printer communication (although you can decompose
the centronics protocol in several forms of communication).
E.? State machine communication
Now that we have described the elementary forms of communications, we
concentrate on how to implement these communication forms so that several
state machines can cooperate.
The extra information which we must add to the protocols described
before to be able to implement them on hardware is treefold:
We must define the electrical characteristics (voltage levels, currents etc).
An unambiguous (logical) definition of the signal wires must be made
(polarity, direction, meaning etc).
Timing information must be added.
Of these three, only the third is difficult. The first is already defined once we
choose for a specific technology, and the second is trivial once a protocol is
chosen.
Most common (and workable!) digital systems are based on sequential
machines. This means that a master clock (or several synchronous clocks)
determines the moment when the machine alters its internal state. Roughly,
two types of sequential machines can be distinguished: the Mealy and Moore
machines. The important difference between these types is the dependency of
the output signals. For Moore machines, the outputs are only dependent on the
current state of the machine, so they can change only when the machine goes
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into a new state. Mealy machines have outputs which not only depend on the
current state, but also on the inputs. They can therefore change asynchronous
with the master clock. In reality, however, Mealy machines are seldom used to
handle completely asynchronous signals. The power of Mealy machines over
Moore machines is that a signal, which only depends on the current state of
one submachine, may pass several other Mealy machines before it is used to
determine the next state of another submachine. That way, more actions may
be performed every clockcycle than is possible using only Moore machines. The
machine as a whole often behaves as a Moore machine rather than as a Mealy
machine.
At this point, it may be useful to highlight a very important feature of
sequential systems, regardless if they are Mealy or Moore based: When the
input signals are stable, there is only a finite time after the active clock
transition in which there is internal activity. After that the whole circuit is
stable. This is trivial because all next-state signals are determined completely
combinationally from the current state and the input signals.
This rather obvious conclusion leads to another less obvious observation.
A system built using coupled Mealy machines can be seen as one decomposed
Moore machine and an output decoder. We see that the main difference
between coupled Mealy and Moore based systems is the way the internal
communication is implemented.
When speed is of no importance, no problem exists at all. We can choose
any machine structure we like, such as the safe Moore machine, and the
communication protocol may take several states. The methods described in the
previous section are then easy to implement.
The troubles start when speed IS important.
B.8 Mealy machine communication
The communication forms described in the previous sections of this
chapter can be applied directly to coupled Mealy machines. As acknowledge
signals can be generated combinationally, the handshake protocol is not slowed
down by clocked logic. The theoretical minimum of one data transfer each
clockcycle can be achieved. However, if possible, the techniques usable for
Moore machines described in the following section should be used, because of
the synchronous behavior.
B.9 Moore machine communication
Moore machines are
input signals will not
acknowledge signals will
protocol with positive
ill ustra tes:

slow in responding to external signals. A change in
be detected until the next clock, and therefore
never be given instantaneously. The normal handshake
signals will be slow, as the following statelist
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Clock

Sender

Receiver

Output data &
Send Signal
(possible some states in which the receiver does not acknowledge)
Sample data &
Send acknowledge

2

3

Receive acknowledge

With some change in the handshake protocol, the number of clockcycles can be
reduced. By changing the positive acknowledge into a negative NOT READY
signal, the sender can determine if the sender will accept the data at the next
clock. This way, it doesn't have to wait until the receiver is aware of new
data being present:
Clock

Sender

Receiver

Possible a number of times:
Output data &
Send signal

not ready

Transaction cycle:
Output data &
Send signal

Ready & sample data

Knows that data is
sampled and continues...

Send signal is received, and
continues...

Now, the minimum number of cycles is reduced to I cycle, which is also the
theoretical minimum for coupled Moore machines. The method relies on both
machines knowing what the other will do in the next state by means of some
status signals. In that situation, there is no need to generate additional
handshake signals.
All the forms of communication mentioned in the previous sections can be
implemented using this scheme.
What in fact is done, is adding intimate knowledge about both parties to
the communication protocol, changing it to a kind of assumed synchronized
communication form. There are situations where it is awkward to use this
"trick". An example is the situation that there are a lot of separate states
from which the system can go to the state in which is wants to send or
receive something. The other party must know in advance when the next state
of the system will be the data transfer state, and in this case, this means a
lot of additional status and/or logic.
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RIO An example
As an example, we implement a serial multiplication device,
and-add algorithm, based on coupled Moore machines.
Black-box:
START

DONE

SEQUENTIAL
MULTIPLIER

AIN
BIN

-

Pseudo C description of the algorithm:
#define TRUE
#define FALSE 0
#define BITMASK I«(n-I)
mul tipl yprocessO
{

in t start,done,areg,breg,creg,ireg,ain, bin,cou t;
do
{

done=TRUE;
while (!start)
nothing ./;
done=FALSE;
areg=ain;
breg=bin;
creg=O;
for (ireg=O; ireg<n; ireg++)

r

{

creg«=I;
if (breg & BITMASK)
creg+=areg;
breg«=I;
}
}

while (FALSE);
}
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Machine structure:

START

-

CONTROL
AUTOMATON
fOMMAND S

TSTATUS
AIN.BIN

DONE

OPERATION
AUTOMATON

COUT

Informal description of the timing:
The machine is completely synchronous. At the active clock transition, the
inputs are sampled, and new outputs are produced, with only one combinational
block delay.
If not busy, the Start input and the Ain and Bin inputs are sampled. When
Start is found True, the values sampled on the Ain and Bin inputs are latched.
The signal Done will go to False, and remain so until the multiplication is
completed. If Done is sampled synchronously, the result Cout can be sampled
at the same time. When Done is True, the sampled Cout value will valid, and
remain so until start is sampled active again.

Once the multiplication starts, it takes N clockcycles to complete the
operation. Thus the maximum rate is I multiplication every N clockcycles,
which is also the theoretical maximum rate which is possible using this
algorithm.
Status generated by the operational automaton:
doadd=breg & BITMASK;
stop=ireg==N-2;
Status derived directly from the inputs of the operational automaton:
firstAdd=bin & BITMASK;
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State

Actions

Next state

; idle state I: do dummy add for bit 0 of data
I
areg::=ain;
if (start)
breg::=bin«l;
if (firstadd) go to 3;
creg::=ain;
else goto 4;
ireg::=O;
else
if (firstadd) go to I;
done::=FALSE;
else go to 2;
; idle state 2: no dummy add for bit 0 of data
2
areg::=ain;
if (start)
breg::=bin« I;
if (firstadd) goto 3;
creg::=O;
else goto 4;
ireg::=O;
else
if (firstadd) goto I;
done::=F ALSE;
else goto 2;
; main add sta te for bits I thru 14
3
areg::=areg;
breg::=breg« I;
creg::=creg« I+areg;
ireg::=ireg+ I;
done::=F ALSE;
; main no-add sta te for bits I thru 14
4
areg::=areg;
breg::=breg« I;
creg::=creg« I;
ireg::=ireg+ I;
done::=FALSE;
; last add state for bit 15
5
areg::=ain;
breg::=bin«l;
creg::=creg« I+areg;
ireg::=O;
done::=TRUE;
; last no-add state for bit 15
6
areg::=ain;
breg::=bin« I;
creg::=creg« I;
ireg::=O;
done::-TRUE;

if (stop)
if (doadd) goto 5;
else go to 6;
else
if (doadd) goto 3;
else go to 4;
if (stop)
if (doadd) goto 5;
else goto 6;
else
if (doadd) goto 3;
else goto 4;
if (start)
if (firstadd) goto 3;
else goto 4;
else
if (firstadd) goto I;
else goto 2;
if (start)
if (firstadd) go to 3;
else goto 4;
else
if (firstadd) goto I;
else goto 2;
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RII Conclusions

From this example we can extract the following conclusions:
It is indeed possible to implement zero wait-time handshake algorithms
using coupled Moore machines.
The coupled machines must have intimate knowledge of each other: the
handshake protocol is more rigidly coupled to the internal structure of
the machines.
The resulting machine will probably have more possible internal states
than when a straightforward handshake solution was chosen.
In this example, the number of internal states is reduced by a simple
trick: the status signal 'Done' is clocked instead of generated directly out
of a state. This allows two states, having a Done=True and a Done=False,
but otherwise identical to be combined into one state; the Done signal is
determined by the previous state.
Making the design is somewhat more difficult compared to a zero waittime multiplier using Mealy machines. This is of course relative: it will be
become easier with more experience and CAD tools. The resulting machine
is 'safer' because of the Moore structure.
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c.l.

Common state machines structures

The most general form of the state machine is the Mealy machine. It has the
following structure:

INPUT

,.
-II

r

V STATE
REGISTER

NEXT STATE
DECODER

Fig

c.l.

OUTPUT
DECODER

f--+ OUTPUT

r--

Mealy machine

The lines in this diagram represent zero or more nets, and indicate possible
dependencies. The decoder blocks contain combinational logic, and may include
straight wires. Though one can think of other structures (which are possible
more economical), there is always a functional equivalent Mealy machine.
Characteristics of the Mealy machine are:
The next state depends on the current state and the inputs.
The state changes synchronous to the clock only.
The outputs depend on both the current state and the inputs. The outputs
can therefore change asynchronous to the clock.
Several variations on this scheme exist.
combinational blocks, the characteristics of
considera bl y.

By

the

leaving out connections or
Mealy machine are changed

When there are no direct dependencies between inputs and outputs, it is called
a Moore machine:

INPUT

.

r

NEXT STATE
DECODER

V STATE
REGISTER

Fig C.2. Moore machine
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Characteristics of the Moore machine are:
The next state depends on the current state and the inputs.
The state changes synchronous to the clock only.
The outputs depend on the current state only. The outputs can therefore
change only synchronous to the clock.
Yet another form is found when state-coding is based on the output vector.
When the outputvector is part of the state, no output decoder is required, and
one combinational block (and thus delay) is eliminated. This usually requires
more memory elements in the state register and more complex combinational
logic for the input decoder.

INPUT

r

NEXT STATE
DECODER

V STATE
REGISTER

r

OUTPUT

Fig C.3. Moore machine without output decoder
By stripping even more lines and blocks, we see that virtually all hardware can
be fitted into this scheme, though this not always clarifies the situation. In
the extreme situations, combinational logic can be seen as a Mealy machine
with only one state, flipflops as Moore machines with two states and no input
and outputdecoder.
C.2 Communicating state machines
Only the most simple digital systems consist of only one Mealy or Moore
based state machine. The coupling of several state machines allows the
creation of more complex systems in which each machine has its own task. All
machines execute in parallel. The machine structure consists then of these
submachines and their communication. It is this communication aspect which
causes the most problems, and gives rise to the discussions between Mealy and
Moore fans.
It is worth mentioning here that the main difference between coupled
Mealy and Moore machines lies in the way they are designed: the system as a
whole will behave as one large Mealy-based machine, and a direct single Mealy
machine equivalent always exist. An even stronger argument can be given: a
complex system based on coupled Mealy machines can always be replaced by a
system based on coupled Moore machines, followed by an outputdecoder which
gives the system as a whole a Mealy character.
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C.3 Mealy versus Moore
Let's consider the main arguments used in these discussions.
C.3.1 Combinational loops
One of the main arguments not to use coupled Mealy machines is the
potential danger of creating combinational loops, which can cause hazards and
unstable signals. Loops in which an outgoing signal is received back inverted
will certainly cause trouble, but also non-inverting loops can create havoc
because of short non-decaying pulses which traverse the loop indefinitely.
So, loops in which the equation X = X, X = NOT X or even more complex
self-dependencies are implemented are illegal. This leads to the simple and
sufficient design rule:
"Under no condition, a combinational loop may exist, in which a signal is
in any way a combinational function of itself."
In fact, this rule is trivial. It merely states that it is not allowed to:
build logically "impossible" combinational logic (i.e. X = NOT X).
build asynchronous memory elements into the combinational logic.
Applying this rule is easy in some, and nearly impossible in other cases. A
complicating factor is dealing with abnormal situations, such as power-up. If
no special reset precautions are taken, the rule must be applied for every
combination of states of each machine. As there is always at least one state in
which an output is combinationally dependent on an input, direct combinational
loops would be forbidden. Machines having no combinational loops can always
be replaced by Moore machines by shifting logic from one machine to the
other.
Strict application of this design rule excludes some asynchronous
machines, i.e. those which need asynchronous memory ele men ts.
example is the Set-Reset flip-flop.

classes of
A simple

C.3.2 Combinational delays
A serious disadvantage of coupled Mealy machines is that the longest
combinational path will probably go though several machines. Because the clock
frequency limit is based on the longest combinational delay, proper operation
of the complete machine at the target clock frequency can only be verified
AFTER the complete design of the system.
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The combinational paths in coupled Moore machines are limited to one
output decoder, and one next-state decoder. By specifying the maximum delay
for these combinational blocks for the complete design, proper operation of the
system is ensured, if each block meets its specification. There is no need for
further checking.
Though Mealy machines themselves can react faster to external events,
one can argue that the problem described above in fact causes coupled Mealymachines to be slower than Moore machines, because the clock frequency may
ha ve to be lower in order to handle the longer delays.
By limiting the number of machines a signal has to pass thru
asynchronously by means of design rules, part of the problem mentioned is
solved. The design, however, remains a tricky business.
C.3.3. Minimal number of states
One much-discussed argument for Mealy over Moore machines is the fact
that Mealy machines can react instantaneously to input conditions. It is easy
to device some examples where Mealy machines do indeed outperform Moore
machines. These examples usually consist of machines with only a few states
and much decisions. How much can be gained in practice by using Mealy
machines instead of Moore machines cannot be deduced from these examples. It
clearly depends on the algorithm to be implemented.
CA. Why Moore machines are harder to use

As stated in C.2, once designed, a system can be converted from Mealy to
Moore based structures. There is no fundamental difference between the two.
In most cases however, Moore based machines are harder to design. This is
caused by the fact that decisions taken in one machine must be based on the
states of the other machines. The required information must therefore be
present in these states, and if not already present for these machines own
uses, it must be added especially to supply the deciding machine with them.
The system can thus only be designed as a whole, and not as isolated
machines.
A way to work around this problem is to shift some logic from one
machine to another. The machine who needs the information must derive it
itself from the information which is available to all. Though this is exactly
what happens when a Mealy-based machine is replaced by a Moore equivalent,
it indicates the two weaknesses of this approach:
The lines connecting the machines do not carry the direct information
required to base decisions on, but instead the state the system is in, or
signals derived from each individual machine state. This makes it far more
difficult for the human designer to understand the system.
The number of connections between the individual machines is much
higher for the same reason.
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C.5. A mixed machine structure
What we want is a structure which does have the advantages of both
Mealy or Moore structures, but not their disadvantages. Such a structure does
not exist, but here a structure is proposed which comes close. The machines
used are Mealy based, but the input lines are grouped by the way they are
used, and the outputs lines by the way they are generated:
P-IN

~
S-IN

r

NEXT STATE
DECODER

V

STATE
REGISTER

S
DECODER

r-+ S-DUT

P
DECODER

1---+ P-DUT

I""-

Fig CA. The mixed machine structure
For the inputs, we distinguish:
Lines which are only used to compute the next state of the machine, the
S lines.
Lines which are used for both computation of the next state and for the
Mealy outputs of the machine, the P lines.
For the outputs, the following two groups are made:
Lines which only depend on the current state of the machine, the P lines.
Lines which depend on both the current state and some inputs.
The communication rules are then:
S outputs may only be coupled to S inputs.
P outputs may be coupled to both Sand P inputs.
The characters Sand P are derived from Status and Parameter, which are
in most cases appropriate names for the way the lines are used. To avoid
confusion in those cases they are not, only single characters are used.
What we have achieved by this method is that the length of the longest
combinational path is limited to three combinational blocks. Most of the
advantages of Mealy based machines are still there: a signal may go
combinational through a machine, and may carry exactly those status signals
required to base decisions on. During the design, it is advisable to try to make
all output of the P type, except when really required otherwise.
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There are many ways to explain this system. What in fact is done is just
limiting the number of cascadable Mealy machines to one. The distinction made
between the inputs and outputs of the machine actually separates the Mealy
and the Moore characteristic parts. Instead of demanding that one machine
must be Mealy based and another Moore, we demand that a signal going
through the Mealy part of a machine must go to a Moore part of another. The
system can also be derived systematically by decomposing a single large Moore
machine into smaller ones, and then reduce the interconnectivity by shifting
logic from one machine to another.
C.6. Use of mixed structures
There are some standard ways to decompose digital systems. A very good
discussion of this topic is found in [SLEND]. We stick to the theory presented
in this work, and decompose our elementary engines into a control automaton
(CA) and a operation automaton (OA), as shown in fig C.5.

CONTROL
AUTOMATON

STATU S

COMMANDS

OPERATION
AUTOMATON

Fig C.5 Elementary engine structure
The control automaton contains the algorithm and the sequencing
mechanism, and the operation automaton is capable to execute primitive actions
as ordered by the control automaton. It also generates status signals on which
the control automaton can base its decisions. (At this low level, we assume
that the operation automatons primitive actions are truly one-cycle primitive
operations, and need no synchronization signals).
In most designs, one of the two parts is implemented using Mealy
structures, and the other using Moore structures. This to avoid some of the
problems mentioned earlier. We will use mixed machines for both automata. Fig
C.6 shows the combined structure (without any input/output lines).
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Fig C.6 Elementary machine using coupled mixed machine structures
The various blocks now each have a certain function:
CA-SR

This register holds the present state of the algorithm. In most
cases, this register consists of only a few flipflops.

CA-NSD

This decoder determines the next state of the algorithm based
on the current state and the status received from the OA.

CA-PD

This output decoder serves to decode the commands for the OA
from the current state of the algorithm. This group of
commands does not depend on a status received from the OA.

CA-SD

This output decoder decodes the commands for the OA which
depend on both the current state of the algorithm and status
signals received from the OA.

OA·SR

This register holds the current state of the information set. Its
size can be anything from a few to several thousands of flipflops.

OA·NSD

This decoder forms
the data
transformation element. It
computes the new data out of the old data and the commands
received from the CA.
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OA-PD

This decoder computes the status signals which depend on the
current state of the information set only.

OA-SD

This decoder computes the status signals which depend on both
the current state of the information set and on some commands
received from the CA.

This structure has the following advantages over Moore based engines:
Actions can be executed based on both the current state of the operation
and the control automata. This way, the operation automaton can execute
action without having to wait for the control automaton to give it.
The
interconnection
between
the
two
automata
can
be
reduced
significantly. For Moore based systems having the same speed, it is
required that all state signals requireo to allow the control automaton to
base decisions upon are routed from the operation automaton to the
control automaton. With the mixed structure, the control automaton can
supply a parameter, from which the operation automaton can compute a
parameterized status signal.
C.7. Notations
We first propose a way to notate algorithms and state machines. By their
very nature, all sequential languages are suitable to express sequential
algorithms. However, most languages do not clearly separate the algorithm from
the data to process. Because of the nature of this master thesis, the language
C is used to express high-level algorithms. When "going down" to state
machines, the C constructions and syntax will still be used, but in a somewhat
informal way (just as other people use Pascal-like constructions to express
their ideas).
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An example

The best way to illustrate the conversion from an algorithm to a working
machine is by means of an example. For the sake of the example, we use a
simple algorithm: the sieve method to compute the prime numbers in the range
2 thru 1000.
C-like description of the algorithm:
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
sieveO;
{

int p[IOOI]; /* 0 thru 1000 */
int i,j;
for (i=2, i<=IOOO; i++)
p[i]=TRUE;
for (i=2, i<=sqrt(lOOO); i++)
{

if (p[iD
{

j=i*i;
while (j<= I000)
{

p[j]=FALSE;
j+=i;
}
}
}
}

Converting this algorithm into a state list is very easy. We assume that array
actions, such as 'p[j]=FALSE' are primitive actions. This in order to keep the
example simple. The algorithm is divided into actions and flow control
constructions. Initially, each action or flow control construction is assigned an
individual state. High level flow control constructions are decomposed into the
basic constructions: assignment actions and conditional jumps:
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State:

actions: (*)

I

i=2;

I]

flow con trol: (**)

[ 2]
[ 3]

[ 4]

if (i> I000) goto [6]
p[i]=TRUE;
i++;
goto [2]

[ 5]

[ 6]

i=2;
if (i>sQrt(lOOO» goto [16]
if (!p[i]) goto [14]

[ 7]

[ 8]
[ 9]

j=i*i;

[10]
[II]

[12]

if (j> I000) goto [14]
p[j]=FALSE;
j+=i;
goto [10]

[ 13]

[14]
[15]
[16]

i++;
goto [7]
stop

(*)

When no actions are specified for
that variable will not change.

a given

variable,

it is assumed that

(**)

When no flow control construction is specified for a given state, it
assumed that the next state in time will be the next state in the list.

is

This state list can be implemented directly using coupled Moore machines. It is
not efficient because there are no overlapping actions or flow control
constructions. Optimiza tion of this algorithm can be partially automated. Some
guidance rules are:
(l)

(2)
(3)

(4)

Independent actions and flow control statements can be merged into one
state.
Merging multiple 2-branch flow control statements into multibranch
statements
Moving flow control statements back to previous states by one or more
of the following means:
moving decision to previous states if the decision depends on the
actions in the previous state, the condition expression must be
modified. If the previous state involved a flow control statement,
combine them into a multiway branch flow control statement.
if there are more possible previous states, multiply the
decision statements
removal of fixed decision statements
Introduction of conditional actions by moving the actions to be taken
after a decision to the state where the decision is to be made. In some
cases, the decision is then no longer required.
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However, use of intelligence can increase the efficiency of the machine. The
completely optimized state list is:
state:

actions: (*)

[ 1]

i=2;
p[i]=TRUE;
if (i<IOOO) i++;
else i=2;
j=i*i;
if (!p[iD i++;

[ 2]

[ 3]

[ 4]

flow control: (**)
if (i<IOOO) goto [2]
if (i>=sQrt(lOOO)) goto [5]
else
if (!p[iD goto [3]
if (j<=IOOO-i) goto [4]
else [3]
stop

p[j]=FALSE; j+=i;
if (j>IOOO-i) i++;

[ 5]
(*)
(**)

Note that all actions within one state are executed simultaneously! The
right hand expressions and the conditions are all based on the old state
val ues!.
The conditions are based on the old values!

The efficiency in number of executed states of the second machine is much
higher than that of the first. While the first executes 9790 states to achieve
the same result, the second takes only 2442 states, or a factor four faster.
The complexity of the machine is also much higher. Because now operations
are executed in parallel, it is not always possible to combine resources such as
adders. For instance, in state 4, an addition and an increment operation are
executed simultaneously. (this can however be solved by making the 'j+=i'
operation also conditional!).
This simple example reveals several interesting things:
The mixed machine structure indeed allows faster operation
It is very difficult to find the optimal solution (whatever that may be).
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C.9. Testability
A design is useless when it cannot be tested. There has been a significant
amount of research in testing methods, and its no use repeating it here. We
merely indicate how the design can be made testable.
One of the most simple and effective test strategies is that of scan-path
testing. In our design, this seems a natural way, because of the synchronous
design, and the large number of flip-flops. A problem however is introduced by
the somewhat asynchronous form of communication between the several
elementary engines which makes it hard to test them separately.
If possible, the most interconnected elementary engines should be tested
together. This may be not such a problem itself, but is may prove almost
impossible to compute test vectors because of the combined complexity of the
engines.
testing is
not
possible, extra
hardware
must be
When combined
implemented to isolate engines from each other. An example of an isolation
flipflop is given in fig C.7.

SCANIN
~--

CLOCK

TEST

--------- --------- ---,

OUT
IN ~......------+__L..~

SCANOUT

Fig C.7 An isolation flipflop
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